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ABSTRACT
Smart City is nowadays the most modern and advanced form of a city’s development. It is based on ICT exploitation
in six key areas, i.e.: economy, transport and communication, city governance, environment governance, people’s
living space and quality of living. Development of innovative technologies, including video intelligence, creates wide
opportunities to convert individual cities and agglomerations into intelligent, safe and sustainable places of living
from the social, economic and environmental perspective. The issue of video intelligence systems will be the subject
matter of the paper. It will also present the possibilities of complex implementation of the systems into the key areas
of smart cities.

Keywords: smart city, smart solutions, ICT, video intelligence

1. Introduction
The twenty first century is characterized by intense urbanization.
The world’s population living in cities is expected to be doubled
by 2050. By 2030, six out of every ten people will live in a city and
by 2050 this figure will run to seven out of ten. It actually means
that the number of urban residents is growing by nearly 60 million
people per year [10].
As the planet becomes more urban, cities need to become
smarter. Major urbanization requires new and innovative ways to
manage the complexity of urban living. It demands new ways to
target problems of overcrowding, energy consumption, resource
management and environmental protection [6].
Consequently, it becomes necessary to organize urban space
in which it is possible to implement processes to prevent negative
phenomena, optimize the use of resources of the city through a
network of cyber connections using equally advanced technologies
and social capital. Hence there are formed smart and sustainable
living environments with social, economic and environmental point
of view, called “smart cities” [A. Dewalska-Opitek: Smart City
Concept – the Citizens Perspective]. Municipal authorities do realize
that the implementation of smart solutions is not only a matter of
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higher comfort of living of urban residents, but an instrument of
global fierce competition in attracting human and financial capital
to the cities. It is even said, that contemporary cities are condemned
to being smart and intelligent [8].
In the view of the challenges associated with the growing
urbanization, the Europe 2020 Strategy [3] incorporates a commitment
to promote the development of Smart Cities through Europe and to
invest in the necessary ICT infrastructure as well as its intelligent tools.
The role of video intelligent systems as a part of business
intelligent solutions is the subject to a closer identification in this
paper. It will also present the possibilities of complex implementation
of the systems into the key areas of smart cities.

2. Smart cities and smart
solutions
The Smart City concept has emerged among others, such as:
“intelligent city”, “information city”, “virtual city”, “ubiquitous city”
or “digital city”. The characteristics of these concepts are presented
in Table 1.
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Table 1. The characteristics of types of advanced cities [7]

It can be noticed that what makes a city smart is the use of ICT.
It influences each element (also called a characteristic) of a Smart
City, which is presented in Table 2.

CONCEPT

DESCRIPTION OF CHARACTER

Digital city

Refers to a connected community that combines broadband
communication infrastructure and innovative services to meet
the needs of government and their employees, citizens and
business. Its goal is to create an environment for information
sharing, collaboration, interoperability and seamless experiences
for all entities.

CHARACTERISTIC

Intelligent
city

Emerges at the crossing of the knowledge society (a society
which knowledge and creativity have great emphasis and
intangible, human and social capital are considered the most
valuable asset) with the digital city. It has all the infrastructure
and infostructure of IT, the latest technology in communications,
electronic and mechanical technology.
Refers to a city that functions are implemented in a cyberspace.
Nowadays some cities are constituted within virtual and material
spaces simultaneously, and are called “hybrid cities”.

Smart economy

Virtual city

Ubiquitous
city
(U-city)

Means a further extension of a digital city concept in terms of
ubiquitous accessibility and infrastructure. Its aim is to create
a built environment where any citizen can get any services
and anytime through any devices. The U-city is different from a
virtual one – while the virtual city reproduces urban elements by
visualizing them within the virtual space, U-city is created by the
computer chips or sensors inserted to those urban elements.

t enables cities achieve high productivity, innovation
climate and labour market flexibility due to e-business
and e-commerce, ICT enabled and advanced
manufacturing delivery of services, ICT-enabled
innovation, as well as new products, services and
businesses;
t establishes smart clusters and eco-systems (i.e. digital
business and entrepreneurship)
t entails local and global inter-connectedness and
international embeddedness with physical and virtual
flow of goods, services and knowledge.

Smart governance

t consists in appropriate system of city management
involving various city stakeholders due to appropriate
infrastructure, hardware and software, smart processes
and interoperability ;
t enables transparency and access to open data;
t reinforces the functioning of e-government.

Smart mobility

t makes a network of high-speed links connecting all the
resources of the city due to the integrated transport
and logistics systems;
t encompasses trams, buses, trains, metros, cars, cycles
and pedestrians integrated into sustainable, safe and
interconnected transportation systems.

Information
city

Refers to digital environments collecting information from local
communities and delivering it to the public via web portals. It is
also an urban centre for commerce, social and civic services, and
social interactions among people, businesses and government
institutions.

However, the Smart City concept has become predominant and
is widely used to describe the currently most advanced form - a city
that uses information and communication technologies in order to
increase interactivity and efficiency of urban infrastructure and its
constituent components, and to raise awareness of residents [11].
Tracing the genealogy of the word smart can contribute to
defining the Smart City. We may notice some differentiation due
to specific approaches [7]:
tIn marketing, that is centered on a user perspective, smart
means use-friendly, capable of adopting to the user needs and
providing customized interfaces;
tIn the urban planning field, smart entails strategic decisions
and distinguishing new policies, strategies and programs of
sustained development, economic growth and better quality
of life for the citizens; in this context, smart means achieving
policy success in the jurisdiction;
tFrom technological perspective, smart means intelligent;
technologies had permeated into commercial application of
intelligent-acting products and services, artificial intelligence
and thinking machines creating a smart place perceived both
from the personal perspective, as well as the larger community
and entire city.
Harrison et al state that a city is smart when “it manages to
connect the physical infrastructure, the IT infrastructure, the social
infrastructure, and the business infrastructure to leverage the
collective intelligence of the city” [4].
Other definition focuses almost exclusively on the fundamental
role of ICT in making a city smart: “the use of ICT makes the critical
infrastructure components and services of a city – which include
city administration, education, healthcare, public safety, real estate,
transportation and utilities – more intelligent, interconnected, efficient,
and adapted to the contemporary needs of its citizens. [6].
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Table 2. Overview of the ICT influence on the six Smart City
characteristics [6]
DESCRIPTION

Smart
environment

t enables cities achieve optimization of energy
consumption, use of renewable energy sources, and
based on the principle of sustainable development;
t entails metering, pollution control and monitoring,
green buildings, green urban planning, resource use
monitoring that enables achieving the city efficiency.

Smart people

t enables access to education and training, human
resources and capacity management;
t reinforces e-skills;
t enhances creativity and fosters innovation;
t enables people and communities to input, use,
manipulate and personalize data through analytic
tools and dashboards, improves the decisions making
process.

Smart living

t ensures a friendly environment providing broad access
to public services, technical and social infrastructure,
healthy and safe living.

Recognizing the growing and indeed critical importance of
technologies (especially ICT), Smart Cities can be nowadays viewed
as interactive intelligent systems joining up diverse elements and
actors to improve a city’s competitiveness, as well as ensuring a
more sustainable future, across network of people, technologies and
infrastructure. Overall, ICT enables a Smart City to [6]:
tMake data, information, people and organization smart,
tRedesign the relationships between government, private
sector, non-profits, communities and citizens,
tEnsure synergy and interoperability within across-city policy
domains and systems (e.g. transportation, energy, education,
healthcare, utilities, etc.)
tDrive innovation.
Most studies on practices of smart city address issues of
technological infrastructure and enabling technologies. The focus on
infrastructure and technology stresses accessibility and availability
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of systems. Contrasting with human infrastructure, technological
infrastructures have other names such as physical infrastructure or
technoware [7].
Washburn et al views smart city as a collection of smart
computing technologies applied to critical infrastructure components
and services. Smart computing refers to “a new generation of
integrated hardware, software, and network technologies that provide
IT systems with real-time awareness of the real world and advanced
analytics to help people make more intelligent decisions about
alternatives and actions that will optimize business processes and
business balance sheet results” [9].
Mobile, virtual, and ubiquitous technologies gain importance.
7KRVH WHFKQRORJLHV RIIHU EHQH¿WV WR FLW\ GZHOOHUV LQ PRELOH
lifestyle. Smart city application evolves from smart places to
networked inhabitants. While the wireless infrastructure is a
NH\HOHPHQWRIGLJLWDOFLW\LQIUDVWUXFWXUHLWLVRQO\D¿UVWVWHS$
set of technological requisites for smart city comprises network
HTXLSPHQWV ¿EHURSWLFFKDQQHOVDQGZL¿QHWZRUNV SXEOLFDFFHVV
SRLQWV ZLUHOHVVKRWSRWVNLRVNV DQGVHUYLFHRULHQWHGLQIRUPDWLRQ
V\VWHPV$XELTXLWRXVSHUYDVLYHFRPSXWLQJLQIUDVWUXFWXUHLVDNH\
WHFKQRORJLFDOFRPSRQHQWLQWKHEXLOGRXWRIDGLJLWDOFLW\$VPDUW
city provides interoperable, Internet-based government services
that enable ubiquitous connectivity to transform key government
processes, both internally across departments and employees and
externally to citizens and businesses. [7].
Technology is a key driver of smart city development IT
infrastructure requires citizens with their social capital as well as
public authorities with the governance, polices and regulations,
which was show In Figure 1.

on Smart Cities [8], ICT plays an active role, that is shown in the
Figure 2.
Video Intelligence (also called video based business intelligence)
is a new generation of hardware, software, and network technologies
that provide systems with real-time information of the real word
and advanced analytics to help people make smart (intelligent)
decisions about alternatives and actions [5].

Fig. 2. Smart solutions in smart cities [8]

Fig.1. The Smart City concept [7]

City authorities are aware that implementing smart solutions
is not only a matter of high quality and standard of living of city
residents, but also an effective tool in the global competition in
DWWUDFWLQJKXPDQDQG¿QDQFLDOFDSLWDO

3. Video intelligence as a smart
solution for smart cities
Smart cities use smart solutions, especially these consisting
in information technologies. According to the ThinTank Raport
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The basis of the video intelligence is the integrated system of
vision monitoring, also placed in the first ranking position among
smart solutions, as shown in the Figure 2.
The system may be described as computerized processing
and analysis of video streams. Video analytics applications can
perform a variety of tasks ranging from real-time analysis of video
for immediate detection of events of interest, to analysis of prerecorded video for the purpose of extracting events and data from
the recorded video. Relying on video analytics to automatically
monitor cameras and alert for events of interest is in many cases
much more effective than reliance on a human operator, which is a
costly resource with limited alertness and attention. Furthermore,
there is often a need to go through recorded video and extract
specific video segments containing an event of interest. This
need is growing as the use of video surveillance becomes more
widespread and the quantity of recorded video increases. In some
cases, time is of the essence, and such review must be undertaken
in an efficient and rapid manner.
Through the implementation of various image processing
algorithms, video intelligence analytics can detect a variety of
events, in real-time, such as: penetration of unauthorized people
or vehicles into restricted areas, tailgating of people or vehicles
through secure checkpoints, traffic obstacles, unattended objects,
vehicles stopped in no-parking zones, highways or roads, removal
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of assets, crowding or grouping, loitering and more [2]. Examples
of video intelligence applications are shown on Figures 3. and 4.

Video intelligence has been growing in strtenght due to the
popularization of the Smart City concept.According to the Intelligent
Community Forum (ICF), the number of top smart cities has
been constantly increasing for the last 7 years [7]. According to the
perceptible trend as well as the IT development in terms of intelligent
solutions and their applications, the role of video intelligence will
significantly grow in future.

4. Conclusion

Fig. 3. Video intelligence applications for smart cities [2]

Smart city is one that uses smart technologies, with the emphasis
on video intelligence. The possible applications are numerous, but it
may be assumed, that its functionality will grow in future, creating
new quality of life, economy, education, mobility and governance
of smart cities and their citizens. The implementation of video
intelligence enables to increase safety of every-day-life, improve
transport and business efficiency, and facilitate the decision-making
process, both of city authorities and citizens.
The paper focuses on the advantages of smart solutions via ICT
generally, and video intelligence solutions particularly. However, it
may be observed, that big data collection may lead to unreasonable
and groundless use of information. This leaves place for a future
study on the video intelligence implementation.
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ABSTRACT
Contemporary handling operation efficiency and safety in cargo transportation realized by the cranes mainly
depends on counteractions taken against undesirable phenomena’s such as payload swing. The research problem
connected with anti-sway problem has been extensively researched over the past decades. Generally the proposed
solutions can be classifying as an open and closed-loop control system. The close loop sway angle control system
are strongly connected with necessity of physical measuring the angle of the swinging rope. The paper was focused
on the non-contact method of measuring the angle of swinging payload with the image analysis technique use.
However, in the statement the authors attention was focused on the issue related to the verification that infrared light
illuminator can be used in built a non-contact vision sensor for the sway measure insensitiveness on actual exposure
light conditions. All experiments and tests were conducted on the scaled physical model of overhead travelling crane
with hosting capability of 150 kg.

Keywords: sway sensor, image analysis, night vision, smart camera

1. Introduction
One of the major problems of moving loads with the crane
help form the industrial practice point of view involves on induce
the free payload swinging effect [1, 2]. The described phenomenon
were formed on as a result of the dynamic and/ or nature forces
(such as wind) influence. Therefore any activities related with
the oscillation frequency and the cargo amplitude counteraction,
enabling precise positioning of the payload with reduce their
unwanted sway effect to stabilize cargo trajectory are required [3].
In the scientific and branches literature the cargo stabilizing effect
were achieved through more or less sophisticated method. However
the most commonly there was used control theory with variety
architecture of close-loop or open-loop control systems [4-7]. Main
advantage of the open-loop control systems type contains possibility
of eliminating the feedback. Although the close-loop control system
ensures the robustness against envisaged disturbances, but their need
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of the feedback, so this type of system needs a physical sensor to
measure the payload swing. That involves the difficulty oriented not
only at hardware and measurement methods point of view but also
used algorithms to obtain a final sway characteristic.
The presented in this paper non-contact sway sensor based on
payload position measurement vision-based technique constitute
an extension on previously described vision system architecture [1,
8], extended by infrared adapted to night vision solution to achieve a
non-contact sway sensor insensitive on insufficient light condition.
Moreover, a camera sensitivity issue was described as a crucial
parameter which allows to obtain image frame in insufficient light
condition.

2. Camera sensitivity issue
Light (sunlight as well as others artificial light sources) constitute
a foundation of the image quality captured by the cameras [9].
However overabundance dose of light can overexpose the image but
© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2015
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generally the image quality will be better when more light is available
in the scene. Analogously if the amount of light is insufficient, the
captured image will be too dark or very noisy. The amount of light
that is required to produce a good-quality image depends on many
factors among others camera sensitive. Summarizing if the scene is
darker, the sensitive of the camera has to be grater. The sensitivity
of the camera is affected by the number of parameters. The first set
of them are associated directly with used component in camera
architecture, except for a parameter like image sensor module type,
size with their grain geometry, camera frame rate and shutter speed
and important SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) factor, some type of
camera may have many hardware and software function supporting
sensitivity like an auto-iris or binning function available in the CCD
matrices. The second set of the parameters affecting on camera
sensitivity are connected with used optical architecture of the used
lens type and their parameters like a f-number value.

By reducing camera shutter speed the frame rate are decreases
too. By reducing frame rate the image sensor can absorb more
light (therefore shutter speed has positive influence on camera
sensitivity) to produce single frame. Unfortunately by reducing
shutter speed it possible to increase camera sensitivity but anyway
the frame may be blurred when recorded object was moved too
fast. In the figure 2 it were presented the same scene with three
different exposures time forced by the shutter speed. The images
were taken with different shutter speed but to present the effect
of the CCD binning for each images full 2x2 binning were applied.
As a results the mother image was combined together with
binning images.

2.1. Camera architecture and their sensitivity
effect
The basic each digital cameras component was an image
sensor chip. The photosensitive matrices can be manufactured in
a technique makes it more or less sensitive to light. Generally the
most popular photosensitive sensor modules were manufactured
as CCD (Charge-Coupled Device) or CMOS (Complimentary
Metal-Oxide Semiconductor) technique. In the scientific [10] and
branch [9] literature it is possible to find a lot of studies on use of
both types. Except for of the used image sensor chip technology
important parameters concern their dimension. The contemporary
image sensor was mounted in variety kind of contemporary devices
in variety sizes [11]. Size of the image sensor play an important role
because each image sensor has small elements that are very sensitive
to light. If the more light falls on it, the stronger and better electric
impulse is possible to produce. The bigger elements can collect
more light than the smaller one in the same period of time. In fact,
the image sensor size and single photosensitive grain diameter
has effect on final camera sensitivity. Moreover, it is difficult to
decide which type of sensor chip are better CCD or CMOS or
how to characterize it [12]. However, CCD matrices has higher fill
factor defined as a ratio of single pixel area to entire image sensor
area than CMOS. Additionally CCD in comparison with CMOS
image sensor has a lower noise floor, but unfortunately CCD drain
more power during work. High advantage of CCD image sensor
constitutes binning function possibility use improving SNR [13]
by linking single pixel in the group and summed charges reported
by all linked pixels as single pixel. Thus, the binning decrease
entire image sensor resolution. In the Figure 1 it was presented
CCD binning algorithm. The image resolution decrease what was
presented in the Figure 2.
Frame rate is also known as frame frequency rate at which
an imaging device produces single images so called frame. The
term applies equally to the video cameras as well in computer
graphics and various type of motion capture systems. Frame rate
is most often expressed in frames per second (FPS) too and is
also expressed in progressive scan devices as in hertz (Hz) unit.
Frame rate is inseparably linked with camera shutter speed.

7PMVNFr*TTVFr'FCSVBSZ

Fig.1. CCD binning: from the top: horizontal, vertical and both 2x2
binning function [own study]

Fig. 2. Images taken with different shutter speed from the top: 1/15,
1/30 and 1/60 s and their equivalents in natural size (on the
left side) after full 2x2 binning function applying [own study]
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2.2. Signal to noise value
The SNR factor is a commonly used term characterizing the
quality of the signal of a measuring system. In case of use image
sensor SNR ratio is given by the ratio of the light signal (S) to
the sum of the noise signal (N) [14] presented in expression (1).
Commonly the SNR value was expressed like factor expressed in
decibels [dB] unit.

SNR

S
,
N

)
 t  A K ,
hQ

(2)

where:
) – light power [W/m2],
hQ – photon energy [Ws],
t – exposure time [s],
A – pixel area [m2],
K±TXDQWXPHI¿FLHQF\
In the same way it is possible to describe noise signal (N) which
comes from photon or Poisson noise associated with the particle
nature of the light (3):
N

)
 t  A K ,
hQ

SNR

)
2
 nr2
(  t  A K ) 2  nCCD
hQ

(5)

where:
f – focal length of the considered lens [mm],
D – diameter of the entrance pupil [mm].
Establishing that is no change in light transmission efficiency
through the small distance, the lens with a greater f-number produce
darker images of the scene. The brightness of the acquired image in
relative to the brightness of the scene decreases with the square of
the f-number. Therefore, by doubling the f-number automatically
we can obtain the brightness decreases by a factor four. The
f-number is extremely useful because this value informs about the
amount of light that arrives to the photosensitive sensor module.
Same architecture and type of used lenses plays an important role in
camera sensitivity issue too. A wide angle lens captures light from
all over the scene, analogously a zoomed lens catches the light only
from a small part of the scene. Naturally, the lens that is zoomed
out gives a brighter image than one that is zoomed in. In normal
exposure condition this difference is imperceptible but in very
low light situations, the focal length of the lens affects the camera
sensitivity.

3. Light illuminance
disturbances free - noncontact
vision base sway sensor
architecture
In normal light condition image analysis method are good
purpose for measure the sway angle of the swinging rope [18].
Unfortunately the light exposure is very dynamic parameter and
difficult to measure. Additionally the presented previously solution
[18] wasn’t robust to work properly in low light situation. Even
worse the minimum illumination interval wasn’t determined.

3.1. Minimum illumination parameter
,

(4)

where:
nccd – CCD image sensor electron noise,
nr – read out image sensor electron noise.

2.3. Camera lenses impact on the sensitivity
From the camera sensitivity point of view in optical system
architecture the most important role play the f-number parameter.
In optic literature it is also known as aperture, focal ratio, f-ratio
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f
,
D

(3)

Additionally it is necessary take into account other sources of
possible noise comes from image sensor like noise raises during
reading the information form image sensor and noise formed
by image sensor. However, the final noise equation has the form
presented in equation (4):
)
 t  A K
hQ

N

(1)

In camera with image sensor the SNR must be interpreted like a
ratio of generated number of the charge carriers proper signal to the
total number of unwanted charge carriers noises. In image sensor
a charge was produce as a result of bombardment photosensitive
surface by the photons. Thus, the number of resulting number of
electron carrying the signal is dependent on the scene illumination
intensity incoming photons producing. This can be described as
equation present below (2):
S

or f-stop) [15, 16]. F-number is the ratio of the focal length in
reference to the diameter of the entrance lens pupil [17]. The
f-number N is possible to calculate with use simple expression (5):

Minimum illumination parameter is strongly related with
camera sensitivity issue and refers to the smallest dozen of light
that can produce an image with useable quality for adopted
image analysis algorithm. Many of the previously described in the
chapter 2 camera factors can be manipulated like that the camera
can collect more light even the scene isn’t illuminated as well as in
nominal condition. Minimum illumination is usually presented in
lux (lx) unit. However, the process of measuring light sensitivity is
complicated. There are several causes of this. The most important
reason is determined by necessary of understanding a fact that
under illuminance with lux meter help, the measuring method
is itself no accurate, because lux meter and the cameras do not
collect the same information about light. Thus when we talk about
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illuminance measure with lux meter, the reading have only
information about the scene illumination in the point where the
sensor was located. This information can only create a reference
point about the amount of light collected by the camera but it is
impossible to exactly determine it. To obtain information about
an amount of light that is possible to gather by the camera and
specify the range when it is possible to create a good quality image
and when is not, were conducted an experiment set depending
on measure illumination of the scene with and without the IR
illuminator during twenty-four hours cycle. However, the average
dozen of available amount of light in specific place is strong
correlated with geographical coordinate, actual season and the
whether condition. Additionally it is not possible to measure in the
same twenty-four hour cycle scene illumination with and without
IR illuminator which makes more difficult obtain characteristic
interpretation. Nevertheless it was conducted an experiment
depending on measure illumination of the scene with and without
the IR illuminator during twenty-four hours period. To obtain the
scene illumination the lux meter was fixed under the crane trolley
in distance ~200 mm from camera lens in such a way that light
sensor of the lux meter was in camera field of view (Fig. 3.). In the
Figure 4 it were presented two types of illumination characteristic
presented in the same logarithmic scale. The darker colour of the
chart represents the results obtained without IR illuminator,
while the lighter one are correlated with measurements with
IR illuminator. It can be observed that in a large period of time
(approximately 62% of the twenty-four hours period) the scene
illumination doesn’t allow perform effective image analysis (scene
illumination in the range between 0.1-4 lx). Whereas applying the
IR illuminator with twilight sensor reduce this problem what can
be observed as characteristic peak (scene illumination at the 410 lx
level) responsible for turn on the IR illuminator by twilight sensor
when the amount of light isn’t sufficient.

Fig.4. Twenty-four hours scene illumination characteristic with and
without the IR illuminator [own study]

3.2. Infrared radiation as solution for
insufficient light condition
Light is a form of electromagnetic radiation. The wavelength
of visible to the human eye light is approximately in the range
between 400 nm (violet colour) to 700 nm (red colour). However,
some type of digital camera, especially black and white architecture
can detect light outside human eye range even in so-called infrared
range between 715 – 950 nm, what is useful during night time.
Infrared illuminator with 36 IR diodes were built. The illuminator
was equipped by photoresistor as a twilight sensor (Fig. 5.).

Fig.5. Infrared illuminator integrated with smart camera device
[own study]

Fig.3. Twenty-four hours scene illumination test – lux meter
position on the crane [own study]
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In the set of Figure 6-8 it were presented the images of the
same scene taken in different light condition: in night time, with IR
illuminator and in daylight. On the right side there were presented
the tonal range of the pixels brightness for all images.
The histograms of the captured images (night image with IR
illuminator compare with the daylight scene) are very similar.
Any notable differences are mainly determined by the actual
scene background. But in both cases the edges of all ropes are
fully visible what is the most important from the vision-base noncontact swing sensor point of view. In presented configuration
the vision-based sway sensor are full operational in twenty-four
hours mode.
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Fig.8. Image captured in the daylight condition [own study]

4. Conclusion
Fig.6. Image captured by the smartcam in the total darkness (scene
illuminance below at 1 lx) and their histogram [own study]

In the paper it was formed and described camera sensitivity issue.
Unfortunately even the most sensitive cameras can have a problem
in proper image acquisition in low light situation. The scale of the
problem grows, when from the acquired images must be extracted
some specific information on the image analysis base technique.
Additionally in the paper it was presented a method solving the
problem concerning an issue to use smart camera as a non-contact
vision-base sway sensor in twenty-four hours mode. The problem
was solved through the using image capture device with fixed IR
illuminator with built in twilight sensor. However, in the statement the
author’s attention was focused on the issue related to the verification
that infrared light illuminator can be used in built a non-contact
vision-based sway sensor robust against light illumination variation.
Finally the usefulness of infrared illuminator was confirmed.
The dynamic development of the machine vision systems type
and the great potential of image analysis technique with regard to
computing power grow including smart camera devices, constitute
an interesting alternative to other variants sway sensors, especially
when the vision sensor can work in twenty-four hour mode.
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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with microscopic modeling of the traffic flow using cellular automaton in the Tunnel Simulator
based on PLC. Model with lane changing logic is implemented in the SCADA visualization screen of the tunnel with
unidirectional two-lane traffic. Tunnel Simulator is able to simulate unexpected events in the road tunnel such as fire,
so vehicle type is also included in the traffic model to specify the heat release rate of the fire for car, van, bus and truck
fire scenario. Number of persons in the vehicles and location of the persons in the tunnel are planned to be used as
the input for the model for evacuation time estimation.

Keywords: PLC, tunnel, simulation, microscopic traffic flow model, cellular automaton

1. Introduction
Road tunnels are important part of traffic infrastructure since
they shorten the paths in mountainous regions and in towns.
Shorter travel times and traffic below the surface lead to economic
and ecological effectiveness. Occurrence of traffic accidents in the
tunnel is less common, but consequences can be more serious.
Heterogeneous technological equipment is necessary to provide
the required level of safety in the tunnel. Simulation experiments
concerning optimization of technological equipment and control
algorithms cannot be realized during 24/7 operation in real tunnel,
therefore Tunnel Simulator (TuSim) has been developed.

1.1. Tunnel simulator
Fig. 1. TuSim hardware [own study]

TuSim is complex SW/HW system based on BR Automation
industrial PC (PLC) with UPS unit. Fig. 1 shows TuSim hardware
from the top to the bottom: Masterview LCD switch, visualization
server, UPS unit on the bottom left part of the figure and industrial
PC on bottom right part of the figure.
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All important devices of the tunnel technological subsystem
equipment are simulated by the software inside the PLC [1].
Equipment of three tunnels is implemented: City tunnel, Motorway
tunnel with two tubes and Motorway tunnel with one tube.
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Fig. 2. Part of the traffic screen [1]

TuSim supports in addition to the simulation of the technological
equipment also the control of the traffic sequences. Fig. 2 shows
the part of the visualization traffic screen with the status of the
traffic sequence together with implemented devices of traffic
control equipment. Each tunnel tube can operate in following
traffic sequences: tunnel tube open (TTO), left lane closed (LJP),
right lane closed (PJP), speed limit 60 km/h (R60), adaptation
lighting failure (AKO), tunnel tube closed (TTU). Switching from
one sequence to another follows the time requirements which allow
all vehicles to adapt to the new conditions. TuSim supports several
simulated responses of the control system to unexpected events in
the tunnel like: complete or partial power failure, fire, traffic alarm
or pre-alarm, lighting malfunction, SOS button activation, physical
measurements alarm or pre-alarm [1]. No models important for
unexpected events analysis have been implemented to initial version
of the software. Whole source code concept from the PLC software
to the visualization screens is open for enhancements so models e.g.
traffic model can be easily implemented. There are many graphical
screens to visualize the state of each subsystem of the technological
equipment – at least one for each subsystem. Handling of the screens
and separate connections to the simulator is realized by visualization
server and two client PCs with HMI/SCADA CIMPLICITY software
which uses client/server architecture. Server is responsible for
collection and distribution of the data from the PLC; clients allow
interacting with the data distributed by the server and perform
control actions.

2. Traffic models
Traffic model should be implemented as one of the first models
because its outputs are used as inputs for other models. Vehicle type
is important for the fire scenario simulation; number of persons and
their location are important for evacuation time estimation. Traffic
models can be divided into three main categories: microscopic,
mesoscopic and macroscopic. Macroscopic modeling looks at the
traffic flow from a global perspective and assumes traffic flow as
homogenous. It represents how one parameter of traffic flow changes
with respect to another. Intensity (veh/h) is equal to the multiplication
of the density (veh/km) and speed (km/h). Microscopic modeling
describes the behavior of the drivers in individual vehicles, motion
and interaction between these vehicles: car following, lane changing,
gap acceptance, willingness to pass the other vehicles. The more the
complexity of the model the higher computation costs. Mesoscopic
modeling describes the movement of the group of the vehicles and
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represents the compromise between more accurate microscopic
models and computational more effective macroscopic models.
Our implementation requires the positions of the vehicles in the
tunnel, so microscopic model is preferred. AIMSUN, VISSIM and
other commercial software tools are available for microscopic traffic
simulation, but we want to use non-commercial, easy modifiable
software interconnected with the TuSim. Cellular Automaton traffic
model has been selected for the implementation because is wellknown, simple and therefore easy-to-implement into the computer
systems. A lot of modifications are present to adapt the model for
real traffic conditions. On the other hand the speed and space are in
the model divided into the discrete steps.

2.1. CA traffic model
Microsimulation model based on Cellular Automaton (CA)
divides the space to the discrete elements called cells. Cell can be
occupied by the vehicle or free. Its size is usually selected from
interval 5 - 8 m and considers vehicle length with some extra space.
The speed is also expressed in discrete steps (usually maximum 5
steps) and varies as can be seen in Table 1. Speed limit before the
motorway tunnel in the TuSim is 130 km/h and speed limit inside
the tunnel is 80 km/h, which is more important parameter for the
simulation of unexpected events. The cell size 7.5 m fits best the
expected continuous speed inside the tunnel, so it has been selected
for the implementation. Values in TP02/2011 [8] specify a little
bit shorter average vehicle length equal to 4.35 m and 2.5 m space
between the vehicles in case of congestions. We can obtain the
suggested density 146 veh/km from the total vehicle length 6.85 m.
Table 1. Cell size, speed and density [own study]
Cell size
[m]

Speed 5
[km/h]

Speed 4
[km/h]

Speed 3
[km/h]

Density
[veh/km]

5
6
7
7.5
8

90
108
126
135
144

72
86.4
100.8
108
115.2

54
64.8
75.6
81
86.4

200
166.6
142.8
133.3
125

Nagel and Schreckenberg [4] version of the model defined
following rules:
1. Acceleration: v = min(v+1, vmax)
2. Slow down: v = min(v, d–1)
3. Randomization: v = max(v-1, 0) with probability p
4. Movement to the new positions: x = x+v
Where:
v – speed of the vehicle,
d – distance from the previous vehicle,
p – slow down probability (0.25 - 0.3 for the motorway),
x – position of the vehicle.
Fig. 3 shows the illustration of the basic rules. The speed of the
vehicles is displayed above them in discrete units. Application of
the rules is illustrated by numbered arrows.
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Fig. 3. Basic rules of the CA model [own study]

TuSim visualization screen has different speed limits before the
tunnel and inside it, so vmax should be defined for each road section
separately. Acceleration rule nr.1 works same way as before. Additional
rule has to be added for the vehicles, arriving to the section with lower
speed limit, to slow them down. The rule is as follows:
Speed limit: v = min(vmax,v)
We should also mention modifications, which have not been
implemented, but are still interesting to make the movement of
the vehicles more realistic. BJH modification [9] of the model uses
slow-to-start rule. When a vehicle stops completely, it doesn’t start
to move at first available opportunity but with certain probability.
The drivers usually don’t immediately notice that vehicle in front
of them moves and usually they have to start the engine again.
It is useful especially for studying the effect of congestions on
the motorway. Also slow-to-stop rule [10] should be in case of
congestions considered. When vehicle approaches the congestion
or the vehicle before it slows down rapidly, the vehicle in reality
cannot stop in one cell but has to slow down in more cells.

Fig. 5 shows the illustration of lane preference on two lanes
motorway with 10% trucks and 5% brake probability according
[2]. Below the intensity 2000 veh/h are vehicles more likely in the
right lane. The curve is linearly approximated and vehicle arrivals
are simulated according the traffic intensities for each minute of the
day of daily profiles for both week days and weekends. Traditional
CA model has a close boundary for each time step. That is enough
for analysis of the traffic situation, but it does not meet the reality.
Vehicle reaching the end of the road behind the tunnel won’t enter
the road before the tunnel immediately. We implemented the model
with open boundary and queuing system on the road before the
tunnel. Exponential distribution has been used for modelling the
arrivals of the vehicles into the tunnel for each time step, although
it’s not suitable for both high and low traffic intensities. Vehicle
reaching the end of the road will leave and new vehicle will arrive to
the road before the tunnel with a certain probability.

2.2. Lane changing

Fig. 5. Lane preference in two lanes on the motorway [2]

Two lanes motorway tunnel has been selected for the
implementation of the CA model, so also lane changing rules should
be included [5]. Rules can be divided into two groups: own benefit
rules (1, 2) and safety rules (3, 4). The vehicles change the lane with
the certain defined probability, if all following rules are met:
5. Distance from the previous vehicle is smaller than current discrete speed.
6. Distance from the previous vehicle in the next lane is greater
than in current lane.
7. Cell in the other lane is free.
8. Distance from the next vehicle in the other lane is greater than
its discrete speed

2.3. Vehicle type

Fig. 4 shows the illustration of lane changing rules. The speed of
the vehicles is displayed above them in discrete units. Application
of the rules is illustrated by numbered arrows.

Fig. 4. Lane changing rules of the CA model [own study]
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Vehicle type should be considered to make the traffic model
more realistic. Length and acceleration of the various types of
vehicles differs and in case of truck and bus should be modeled
by two cells instead of one. In Asian countries also motorcycle
should be included as the smaller cell size of the model, since
motorcycle is often used in towns. Such implementation can be
found in [3], first step of our implementation uses same size equal
to one cell for all vehicle types. Tab. 2 shows used vehicle types
and heat release rate for simulation of unexpected events in the
tunnel with fire scenario. Number of the persons in the vehicles
can be generated randomly or fixed. Fixed numbers of persons
according [11] and according risk analysis in TP02/2011 [8] can
be found in third column in Tab. 2. The TP02/2011 also suggests
the ratio of the buses equal to 3.5 % and ratio of the trucks equal to
20.0 % in the traffic flow. We can use the function RND from the
visualization screen scripting language [7] to generate the vehicle
type randomly. Function generates pseudo random real number
from interval (0,1).
If the random number is in interval:
(0, 0.035> we mark the vehicle as bus – 3.5%,
(0.035, 0.235> we mark the vehicle as truck – 20%,
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(0.235, 0.3> we mark the vehicle as van – 6.5%,
(0.3, 1) we mark the vehicle as car – 70%.
Table 2. Vehicle type and Heat release rate [own study]
Vehicle
type

Letter
in
visualization

Number of
persons
(if not
random)

Heat
release
rate
[MW]

Time to reach
maximum heat
[min]

Car

C

3 (1.4)

5

10-30

Van

V

5

15-20

-

Bus

B

20 (25)

20-30

7-8

Truck

T

1 (1)

100

8-18

2.4. Traffic sequences and maximum speed

Fig. 7. Traffic sequence and CA maximum speed [own study]

Array with same size as number of cells has been used to allow
the modification of the maximum speed with respect of the speed
signs and lane signalization. Another array requires additional
memory but allows also the partial phases of switching from one
sequence to another. Fig. 7 shows the logic of variable maximum
speed for each road section to support selected traffic sequences.
We need to modify the lane switching rule nr. 1 of the CA model
to support the single lane closed sequences in a following way:
1. Distance from the previous vehicle is smaller than current discrete speed and maximum speed limit is the same in both
lanes or maximum speed limit in the other lane is higher.

2.5. Vehicle animation
Animation used in SCADA visualization screens expects the start
and final position of the object and speed of the object movement is
constant. It’s not suitable for movement of the vehicles, because they
can change the speed and lane any time during their movement, so
different approach has to be used. Text font with constant width of
letters animates the cars as rectangles or letters. Length of the whole
text is equal to the number of cells of the CA model. Two text lines
one below the other are used to display also the speed of the vehicle
or number of persons. The speed signs and lane signalization signs
have been moved to the side to place the vehicles in the middle of
the road. The result of the implementation can be seen on Fig. 8.
Number above the vehicle type means number of persons in it and
it’s generated randomly.

Fig. 6. Closing the lane - possible cases [6]

Vehicles can change the lanes after modification of the rule
in case of closing their lanes. It’s also possible to consider more
correct forming of the vehicles [6], Fig. 6 shows all possible cases.
Cases (a) and (b) illustrate the different position of the vehicles
and cases (c), (d) and (e) illustrate the same position with all speed
possibilities.
Vehicles form the queue in case of unexpected event in the
tunnel. CA model should support also this feature, because location
of the persons in the vehicles is used as input for evacuation
modelling. According simple queue model in [11] first queue is
formed directly behind the incident, last queue is formed in front
of the tunnel and the other queues are formed with respect of the
lane signs inside the tunnel. Another array with maximum speed
supports also this model of queuing; changing the maximum speed
for the part of the road section to zero stops the vehicles crossing it.
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Fig. 8. Result of the implementation into the traffic screen [own
study]

Macroscopic parameters of the traffic flow can also be counted
from the CA model. Tunnel length in TuSim is 1 km, so number
of vehicles in the tunnel is directly equal to the density (veh/km).
Average speed in km/h can also be obtained from the discrete
speed by multiplying the value with cell size (7.5 m) and 3.6.
Number of persons, traffic structure, lane preference and all
other configurable parameters of the CA model are specified in INI
file and updated after reloading the SCADA visualization screen to
allow simple configuration of the traffic flow for the experiments.
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4. Conclusion
Modified microscopic traffic model based on CA have been
implemented into the graphical screen to extend the TuSim
functionality. The vehicle type is important for the fire scenario
simulation; number of persons and their location in the tunnel
are important for evacuation time estimation. All vehicles are in
current version represented as one cell, which is not really precise
for the case of trucks and buses, but it’s enough for the simulation of
unexpected events in the tunnel. Maximum speed of the modified
CA traffic model is variable and interconnected with speed signs
and lane signalization to support all traffic sequences in the tunnel.
Lane changing logic has also been implemented to allow the traffic
simulation in two-lane tunnel. The behavior of the vehicles is not
always correct in case of closing the lane, because vehicle can slow
down the vehicles in the other lane. It can be changed in the future
if necessary. Vehicles are displayed through simple animation as
rectangles or letters describing the vehicle type, number of persons
or actual speed of the vehicle. The position of the persons can be
considered with respect to the position of the exits to count the
distance for the evacuation.
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ABSTRACT
The main aim of this paper is to present road safety campaigns as powerful tool to increase safety on our roads. It
is based on findings of international project SOL – Save our lives. Paper sums the aim of all pilot actions developed
within the project, based on realization of traffic safety educational and awareness campaigns. It also highlights
main topics to which a particular attention was given during the project realization, following the results of the
road safety situational assessment of participating Central European countries. In the final part of paper there is a
short description of methodology proposed for design and conduction of effective road safety campaigns provided
together with conclusions of the pilot implementation.
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1. Introduction
Each year around one million people are killed and 50 million
people injured on roads around the world and more than 40,000
people lose their lives on Europe’s roads.

There is universal recognition of the tremendous global
burden resulting from road traffic crashes, and that road traffic
injuries constitute a major but neglected public health problem
that has significant consequences in terms of mortality and
morbidity and considerable social and economic costs. According
to the WHO and the World Bank [1], a multi-sectoral approach is
required to successfully address this problem. While the number of
deaths and seriously injured people is falling, studies have shown
that faster progress is possible if all effective means are applied [2].
Road crashes and road crash injury should not have to be seen
anymore as an inevitable outcome of road transport anymore
because they are largely preventable and predictable. A core component
of this process is recognition that road safety is mostly influenced
by road users and that their behaviour could be changed [3-7].
And it is one of today challenges in increasement of road safety –
change the behaviour of road users via well adressed and effective
campaigns [8].
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2. Basic information about
project SOL – Save our lives
Project “SOL – Save our lives. A Comprehensive Road Safety
Strategy for Central Europe” was international project co-financed
in frame of Programme of Territorial Cooperation Central
Europe. It was launched in April 2010 and has duration of 3 years.
It represented a significant regional road safety programme and
contributed to the global road safety with critical knowledge,
experience and tools. SOL involved partners from 8 countries of
Central Europe area.
The project aimed at giving professional qualities, experiences
and tools to local public administrations to increase the road
safety in their competence areas.
The main goal of the project was to promote sustainable mobility
and increase awareness for safety issues as well as contributing to
the achievement of higher quality of living conditions.
Within this project several materials and tools was produced to
help benefit road safety in the region and to inform and contribute
to similar action in other regions of the world.
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2.1. SOL pilot activities
The main aim of the project SOL was to develop concrete
activities to prevent road crashes, deaths and injuries in participating
Central European countries. In 12 pilot areas of these countries
(Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia, Italy and
Austria) targeted strategies were developed implementing effective
programmes to build a transnational road safety network. The pilot
actions focused on different aspects related to road safety were
addressed to some of following targets (one or several of them):
tchildren injury prevention in road traffic,
tdrink and driving prevention,
tdecreasing the number of car accidents and their serious
consequences in long-term horizon,
tbuilding a Road Safety Programme and spread among
communities through the help of communicators,
tenhancing road safety connected with freight transport,
tenhancing road safety connected with public transport,
tincreasing safety of children when cycling,
timproving children’s safety on the journey to school,
increasing correct the use of seat belts.
The pilot actions were selected basing on the results of road
safety assessment, taking into account also the interest of the local
stakeholders, the national road safety concerns and the aims and
goals of the SOL project. In almost all of them road safety campaigns
took important role with one of the following objectives:
tto involve stakeholders and planners in order to change their
attitudes while planning and projecting roads;
tto enhance people’s awareness about road safety issues
concerning specific topics in order to change their behavior
when approaching the road.

2.2. Overview of SOL pilot activities` aims
As was mentioned above, following the results of the situational
assessment, different pilot activities were developed in SOL partners
countries. Next text is presenting short resume of each one of these
actions together with their aims to be possible to make future
evaluation related to results obtained in medium and long term.
In Austria, where results of the ssituational aassessment
showed that the main target group of accidents on the streets under
influence of alcohol are young male qualified skilled workers with
less education and according to the priorities of existing road safety
strategy, the objective of the pilot was to increase the knowledge
about the Road Safety Programme within communities and to
raise awareness concerning road safety risk factors. Therefore the
main action foreseen was to increase the knowledge about the
Road Safety Programme within the community with the help of
„communicators“. For this purpose several kinds of communicators
were used, according to their appropriateness case by case:
tExternal communicators - communities were visited by one
Communicator to motivate the mayors and citizens to implement
Road Safety Strategies and measures concerning risk factors and
mobility education;
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tYoung communicators - Young teams of communicators
visited schools to provide accident prevention workshops and
produce a Road Safety Rap;
tLocal communicators - interested people from the community
get trained to be Communicators situated in their community
to get aware of Road Safety Strategies and measures concerning
risk factors and mobility education.
In Czech Republic SOL participating region had been involved
in road safety issues especially since November 2003 when regional
council adopted the Road Safety Strategy, that was subsequently
evaluated and updated regularly. In the following years, the region
implemented a number of already proved measures, but also several
new ones, to improve road safety. It managed with all these activities
to achieve the desired target, halving the number of fatalities from
road accidents between 2001 and 2010.
Nevertheless the commitment in reducing the number of
road accidents and fatalities continued within the SOL experience
where the actions listed below were implemented.
tStep by step in traffic without injury - The pilot focused
on increasing the children awareness about road safety
and sustainability of transport (use of public transport),
and their understanding of wrong (unsafe, unsustainable)
behavior in traffic.
tShort road safety inspection of sites with higher implication of
vulnerable road users in traffic accidents - Within the SOL pilot
were inspected 40 new places in participating region; made 40
re–inspections with a lot of former recommendations in place
and 40 inspections in the capital city.
tSafety Journey to School implementation – The aim of this
pilot was increasing children co-operation in injury prevention
and road safety and their road safety awareness. The children
studied same topic related to the safety on roads and they
choose activities that were familiar to them. Three workshops
in two different schools were arranged together with final event
in each of them.
In Hungary the following main pilot actions were implemented:
tIncreasing the road safety of children as cyclists – The aim was
to reduce the number and severity of road accidents involving
cycling children, promoting sustainable forms of mobility;
tInformation campaign about the risks of driving under the
influence of alcohol – The aim was to reduce the number
and severity of road accidents including fatalities connected
to drink driving. Raise awareness of the importance of sober
driving and the amount of time required for degradation of
alcohol in the body before driving a vehicle;
tImprove the safety of children on the journey to and from
school – The aim was to improve road safety knowledge and
awareness of children, enhanced infrastructure around selected
schools, motivated and trained teachers and professionals.
In Italy the focus of pilot actions concerned two main topics:
collective transport and freight transport. In participating province
the aim to halve road deaths was in line with a broader vision of
the mobility system, focusing on the revitalization of the public
transport system. This province has been characterized for a
long time by its focus on sustainable mobility, the transport of
goods and the objective of reducing road accidents. In order to
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accomplish this objective black spots have been monitored and
studied along provincial roads. Interventions were planned in line
with existing provincial plans. The province has also undertaken
several initiatives of prevention, information and enforcement for
reducing accidents involving heavy good vehicles.
Specifically following pilot action were performed:
tRoad safety and public transport – this action was based on
investigation of public transport system safety problems related
to the location/design of bus stops and verification of the safety
efficiency and the effectiveness of existing bus stops (through
safety inspections on demo lines). This pilot has integrated road
safety inspections of existing bus stops with awareness raising of
dangerous situations involving different road users, in particular
the vulnerable ones such as pedestrian and cyclists, in proximity
of dedicated bus stops. The outcome of this study was a guide for
technicians for the planning and projecting bus stops.
tRoad safety and truck mobility – this action was based
on investigation of truck mobility system to detect the
most important threats of truck mobility. The road safety
campaigns involved teens from high schools and truck
drivers to produce a cultural shift in truck drivers toward a
more responsible drive style.
In Poland the pilot were focused on strengthening existing road
safety management structures, especially in three main areas: speed
management, alcohol impairment in road traffic and child prevention
from road crashes. Pilots aimed to increase the involvement of
promotion campaigns in road safety activities in participating regions
as well as strengthen relationships with the main stakeholders in the
process of road safety development.
tAlcohol prevention in road traffic – The aim was to raise
awareness and knowledge on the consequences of drink and
driving. Training programme based on alcohol prevention
was implemented in secondary and driving schools.
tChild injury prevention in road traffic – The aim was to improve
children and youth safety on their route to school through
increasing the knowledge of children and parents on safe
behavior in road traffic, improved infrastructure in selected the
schools surroundings, increased traffic enforcement and raised
awareness of the citizens on safe behavior in road traffic.
In Slovakia the pilot was focused on young drivers and
communicators. One part of this pilot was strongly connected
with the development of a regional Road Safety Programme, as it
was the first document of this kind in the country.
tYoung Drivers – The aim was to increase young drivers‘
skills at skid surface by additional training and enhance the
number of interested drivers in more road safety preparation.
tCommunicators – The aim was to increase of children school
education in pilot area and involve more children in more
attractive road safety education.
In Slovenia the pilot was developed in following areas:
tChild Injury Prevention, Road Safety Management – The aim
was to improve road safety management developing a sustainable
road safety prevention system at the local level to increase correct
use of child restraints and increase wearing seat belt in rear seats
position.
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2.3. Topics of the road safety campaigns
developed within SOL pilot activities
Among the issues faced by pilots of the SOL project particular
attention was provided to the topics presented below that
regarding the results on situational assessment resulted the most
important ones.
Driving under the influence of alcohol

Driving under the influence of alcohol is among the “three
main killers” worldwide and it seems to be a growing problem
in many regions (e.g. in Győr, HU and Poland). The number of
people injured in accidents involving drivers under the influence
of alcohol is low from a statistical point of view, but there is visible
tendency to reinforce this opinion.
The campaigns did not want to motivate people not to drink,
it rather wanted to raise awareness of the importance of choosing
different transport options when drinking, enhance the importance
of sober driving and give knowledge about the amount of time
required for the degradation of the alcohol in the body before
driving a vehicle. It also wanted to contribute to setting social norms
to make drink driving unacceptable in the community and raise
awareness for passengers not to take a ride with a drunk driver.
Increasing the road safety of children

This issue was tackled from different point of view, targeting
children and families.
Children as cyclists - One of the main goals in the field of
sustainable mobility is to increase cycling. The physical activeness
of children is unfortunately far from being adequate nowadays.
Increasing the number of cyclists and cycling time positive influences
on health can be reached, both by increasing physical activity
and reducing air pollution influencing their attitudes in using of
motor vehicles when they become adults. The long term benefits
of the reduction of motor vehicle traffic is the enhancement of air
quality along with the reduction of noise and the increased physical
condition that all contribute to less stress, hence supporting biking
as a mode of transport is very advantageous. Cycling is undoubtedly
healthy but holds high road safety risk. Cyclists are one of the most
vulnerable road user groups, so as children.
When promoting cycling for children it is especially important
to take their safety into account. The appropriate knowledge of
rules and “cycling technique” is required, but in addition, it is
also good to know which places are safe, or less safe to ride a
bicycle, so that they choose their route accordingly. The objective
of the campaigns related to this topic (e.g. Hungarian one) were
to enhance the theoretical and technical knowledge of cycling
elementary school children hence reduce the road safety risks of
cycling and the accidents as a consequence taking into account
also the importance to have properly equipped bikes in good
conditions for use and to promote the use of safe cycling routes.
Children going to school – Nowadays the majority of children
are carried to school (and not only) usually by car, and only few
of them walk to school regularly. There are several reasons for
the decrease in walking to school. Firstly, the journey between
home and school has become longer and more dangerous because
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of decades of auto-oriented development. This pattern has been
compounded by the trend towards building new schools far
away from residential areas. The fear and concern of parents about
exposing their children to threats from strangers and motor vehicles
contributes to less walking time. The distance between home and
school has quite much influence on the chosen transport mode
and also on the risk factors along the way from road safety aspect.
Therefore the aim was to increase the safety of children on their way
to and from school. According to SOL local situational assessment,
based on the opinion of the citizens, sidewalks, crosswalks, bike
lanes and trails are either missing or inadequate (e.g. in Győr, HU
and Poland). The road safety knowledge of children about traffic
rules and regulations, the way of applying them and the practice
of safe walking and cycling also need further improvement. The
goal of the campaign (Hungary) was to get the school community
working together to make the journey to the school safer, healthier
and more enjoyable.
Use of seat belts

The goal was to transfer awareness, knowledge and practice
from national to local level, focusing on the usage of child restraints
and seat belts in rear car seats. To establish coordinated group of
different local stakeholders (Slovenia) and that they will be able to
work as a multisectorial and multidiscipline team, which is going to
cooperate on the field of road safety and sustainable mobility at the
local level.
The target groups in the campaign were on the one side families,
especially children and their caregivers and on the other side
relevant local stakeholders. The aim was to spread the awareness
of how important road safety is - especially correct usage of child
restraints and safety belt in rear seats among visitors – children and
their caregivers.
Pedestrian safety

The goal of this campaign was to increase the awareness of road
safety through messages elaborated by pupils of primary schools
placed on public transport vehicles (Czech Republic). The main
target group was the pedestrians. Using public transport vehicles
as a message carriers meant to raise awareness about RS issues to
all the citizens, especially to those used to move around the city
walking and/or using public transport.
Young and novice drivers

One of the main target group of accidents on the streets under
influence of alcohol are young male qualified skilled worker
with less education. That’s the reason why it is important to hold
workshops in vocational schools.
The target groups were:
tyoung (male) pupils in vocational schools (15 – 20 years old).
This group is at high risk for drink and driving, speeding and
risky behavior on the street. The aim of the campaign was to
raise awareness of risky driving before young people start to
drive a car (Austria);
tyoung persons in 15-17 years of age and children (Slovakia);
tnovice drivers (Slovakia).
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Safety at bus stops

This campaigns concerns public transport safety issues and the
safety of vulnerable road users seeking to raise public awareness
on road safety, sustainable mobility and public transport. The
campaign (Italy) is addressed to children directly and indirectly to
their families.
Safety concerning freight transport

The objective is to raise awareness of road safety and safe driving
behavior among truck drivers and other road users, in particular
the most vulnerable ones such as children, elderly, pedestrian and
cyclists. Target Groups (in Italy) are formed by: truck drivers that
ZHUH LQYROYHG LQ WKH SLORW GXULQJ WKH VXUYH\  GULYHUV ¿OOHG LQ
the SOL questionnaire) and through the training campaign (more
than 70 drivers attended the courses); administrative bodies and
technicians to which research activities were addressed; the whole
local community; vulnerable road users – more than 50 students
from schools – were involved in event to raise awareness of road
safety and safe driving behavior among truck drivers and other.

3. Conclusion
Public education had an important role in the SOL project,
particularly in support of other initiatives that spontaneously came
out everywhere. It generally supported law enforcement, legislative
amendment and changes in regulations. It was also a key element in
raising public awareness and changing attitudes in order to influence
road user behaviour. The transnational cooperation showed that
increasing the awareness of sustainable mobility in road safety work
it’s a crucial issue to better citizens’ lives.
At national and transnational level there were used three
communication streams. Media communication and dissemination
used transnational and local TV and radio networks, press releases,
articles, and national and transnational conferences to publicise
the project and its achievements. Moreover the transnational
cooperation showed that road safety problems were nearly the same
in every country. It was identified as very important for all the project
partners to implement a road safety group which is responsible for
implementing a road safety programme and for strengthen the road
safety management structure where political commitments were very
important for implementing actions and programmes.
In this sense SOL Networks helped to change the experience
within countries where new emotional approaches was tested in
road safety campaigns, a new approach used in Slovenia, Czech
Republic and Austria that shows positive results to be developed
in future activities.
To be effective, a publicity campaign should have clear objectives
and should be directed at a specific target audience [9]. For this reason
in many countries an important stakeholder group was represented
by children, educating them during their way to school, during their
free time (biking or walking) and particularly sowing them possible
dangers that could become in future with inappropriate behaviour.
Other campaigns had the objective of raising risk awareness
by imparting information on the results of risk taking behaviour
such as speeding or drinking and driving. Each campaign focused
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on the consequences in terms of causing death or injury, or on
the legal sanctions. More information about experiences from
SOL campaigns realizations could be find at project web site [10]
where specific tools for each of thematic areas of the campaigns
presented in this paper are accessible.
Based on experiences from SOL road safety campaigns
implementations it is possible to conclude that the public opinion
is a key stimulus to political will for road safety, and increasing
public support for road safety through effective communication and
education campaigns is an essential element in a comprehensive
road safety strategy.
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ABSTRACT
For determining the effect of individual field components on systems is required making measurements i.e. drawing
up of the radiation characteristics of interference sources. On the basis on the measurements and model chosen
of operation process of the transport security system it is possible to determine the limit values of the electric field
components for the two sub-bands to 5 Hz to 100 kHz. The steering system is responsible for the security of the PRT
transport: the process of people transferring and/or freight. Any disruption of the basic functions of the steering
system can be the cause of the occurrence of human life and health hazards. The presented article discusses the
impact of electromagnetic interference: the electric component of the field on the process of the operation of the
security system.

Keywords: electromagnetic interference, security systems, electric field

1. Introduction
For a range of low-frequency electromagnetic interference
effects process for transport security systems are considered
VHYHUDOW\ IRU WZR FRPSRQHQWV RI WKH ¿HOG HOHFWULF ¿HOG DQG
PDJQHWLF ¿HOG 'HWHUPLQH WKH WKUHVKROG IRU WKH LPSDFW RI WKH
transport security systems (resistance of the device or system)
QHHGVWRPHDVXUHWKH¿HOGFRPSRQHQW(DFFRUGLQJWRWKHVWDQGDUGV
7KH SHUPLVVLEOH YDOXHV RI WKH HOHFWULF ¿HOGV ZDV SHUIRUPHG RQ
WKH VWDQGDUG )LJ   7UDQVPLVVLRQ EXV VDIHW\  V\VWHP ZDV IRU
DZD\ IURP DZD\ IURP WKH SRZHU FDEOH DW D GLVWDQFH 'min - no
LQWHUIHUHQFHV SDFNHW EXV  7KRVH HOHFWURPDJQHWLF LQWHUIHUHQFHV
that occur over a vast rail area are the cause of the occurrence
of false alarms in transport supervision systems, whose objective
LVWRGHWHFWKD]DUGVLQWKHWUDQVSRUWSURFHVV HJD¿UHVLJQDOLQJ
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V\VWHP  7KH SUREOHP RI WKH LQÀXHQFH RI HOHFWURPDJQHWLF
LQWHUIHUHQFHV LQ WKH (/) IUHTXHQF\ UDQJH RI  N+] DQG WKH
9/)IUHTXHQF\UDQJHRI  N+]RQWKHRSHUDWLRQSURFHVVRI
VXSHUYLVLRQV\VWHPVLVQRWDGGUHVVHGLQWKHZRUOGOLWHUDWXUH

2. Impact of interference - the
electric field component on
the transport security systems
When examining the propagation of electromagnetic waves
from a lightning discharge in a railway area, one needs to consider
two centers where a wave can propagate:
ta free space: propagation of an electromagnetic wave is dependent
from the frequency and the components of the signal spectrum;
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tinside buildings located in a railway area: attenuation
(screening): dependent from e.g. the frequency and power of
the signal.
Screening of an electromagnetic field by walls, structural
partitions is the effect which is known particularly in the range of
higher frequencies and the components of field intensity E for a
small frequency range [9, 10]. The cables of a lightning protection
installation, which are arranged considerably more rarely than
reinforcing bars, cause a reduction of the field inside a railway
station: the E component of the field. The effect of screening
achieved can be characterized by a parameter known as the screening
effectiveness. Denoting the intensity of the field that exists at a given
place with no lightning protection installation as E0 and denoting
the field intensity in the same place yet with a lightning protection
installation as E1, one can define the screening effectiveness as:

(1)
The calculations of the effectiveness of screening for a point
located inside the building of a railway station for the different
dimensions of the eye of the lightning protection grid are presented
in Table 1.
Table 1. Assessment of the effectiveness of screening in the
function of the grid eye dimensions [12]
Grid eye [m]

E0max/E1mam

SE[dB]

20x20
10x10
5x5

2.16
3.22
6.19

6.7
10.2
15.8

When taking into consideration the total spectrum of the
OLJKWQLQJGLVFKDUJHVLJQDO XSWRN+]RIWKHHQHUJ\RI
OLJKWQLQJLVLQFOXGHG WKHLQGH[HVJ of the impact of interference
WRWKHVWHHULQJDQGVHFXULW\V\VWHPZLOOEHDVIROORZVIRU¿HOG
LQWHQVLW\(J( :KHQWDNLQJLQWRFRQVLGHUDWLRQWKHYDOXHVRI
WKHGLVFKDUJHHQHUJ\LQFOXGHGLQWKHIUHTXHQF\UDQJHXSWR
+]WKHLQGH[HVJ of the impact on the systems will be as follows
UHVSHFWLYHO\
xJ(G  WKHVSHFWUXPRIWKHGLVFKDUJHVLJQDOZDVWDNHQLQWR
DFFRXQW¿HOG( 
When taking into consideration the values of the discharge
HQHUJ\LQFOXGHGLQWKHIUHTXHQF\UDQJHDERYH+]WR
N+]WKHLQGH[HVJ of impact on the systems will be as
IROORZVUHVSHFWLYHO\
xJ(J  VSHFWUXPRIWKHGLVFKDUJHVLJQDOZDVWDNHQLQWR
DFFRXQW¿HOG( 
$ERYHWKHIUHTXHQF\RIN+]WKHLQGH[HVJ of the impact
RQWKHV\VWHPVZLOOEHDVIROORZVUHVSHFWLYHO\
xJ(J  WKHVSHFWUXPRIWKHGLVFKDUJHVLJQDOZDVWDNHQ
LQWRFRQVLGHUDWLRQ¿HOG( 
7KH LQGH[HV J of the impact of interference on the systems
calculated in this manner should be accepted in the case of a system
LQVWDOOHG LQ DQ RSHQ DUHD SODWIRUPV DQG UDLOZD\ URXWHV ,I WKH
systems are installed in building facilities (a central railway station
FRQFRXUVH D VLJQDOER[ EXLOWRYHU UDLO SODWIRUPV  WKH VFUHHQLQJ
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activity of the grid eye in a lightning protection installation should
EHWDNHQLQWRDFFRXQW
When taking into consideration the impact of a lightning
SURWHFWLRQLQVWDOODWLRQLQDEXLOGLQJRQWKHYDOXHRIWKH¿HOGLQWHQVLW\
(IRUDGLVFKDUJHZLWKDFXUUHQWSXOVHZLWKWKHSDUDPHWHUVRIN$
PVWKHDWWHQXDWLRQZLOOEHDVIROORZVUHVSHFWLYHO\
IRUWKHFRPSRQHQWRIHOHFWULF¿HOGLQWHQVLW\(
H\HRIJULG[P±( .9P±DWWHQXDWLRQRIWKH¿HOG
is V(G (( 
H\HRIJULG[P±( .9P±DWWHQXDWLRQRIWKH¿HOG
is V(G (( 
H\HRIJULG[P±(3 .9P±DWWHQXDWLRQRIWKH¿HOGLV
V(G (3 
Taking into consideration the above attenuation of the
FRPSRQHQWV(RIWKH¿HOGLQWHQVLW\IRUWKHGHYLFHVRIWKHV\VWHPV
LQVWDOOHGLQWKHEXLOGLQJWKHLQGH[HVRIWKHLPSDFWJ(G, J(Jon the
V\VWHPVZLOOEHDVIROORZVUHVSHFWLYHO\
(2)
where:
xJ(G[±LQGH[JRIWKHLPSDFWRILQWHUIHUHQFHIRU¿HOGLQWHQVLW\
( IRU WKH (/) IUHTXHQF\ UDQJH IRU WKH H\H RI D [ P
VFUHHQLQJJULG
xJ(G[±LQGH[JRIWKHLPSDFWRILQWHUIHUHQFHIRU¿HOGLQWHQVLW\
( IRU WKH (/) IUHTXHQF\ UDQJH IRU WKH H\H RI D [ P
VFUHHQLQJJULG
xJ(G[±LQGH[JRIWKHLPSDFWRILQWHUIHUHQFHIRU¿HOGLQWHQVLW\
( IRU WKH (/) IUHTXHQF\ UDQJH IRU WKH H\H RI D [ P
VFUHHQLQJJULG
,QRUGHUWRGHWHUPLQHWKHLQGH[HVJ of the impact of interference
RQWKHVHFXULW\DQGVWHHULQJV\VWHPVIRUWKH(/)DQG9/)IUHTXHQF\
UDQJHRQHQHHGVWRGRWKHIROORZLQJ
t identify the location of interference in the railway area;
t diagnose the parameters of the sources of interference (power,
frequency range, time of activity, frequency of repetitions,
permanent, impulse ones, etc.);
t define the range of the impact of the sources of interference
on the systems;
tdefine the parameters of all the interference occurring at a
railway station, i.e. the field intensity E and the induction B
of the magnetic field;
t determine the values of the electric and magnetic field for the
impulse of a lightning discharge for the individual frequency
sub-ranges [11].
,Q RUGHU WR GH¿QH WKH SHUPLVVLEOH PDUJLQ RI DQ XQGLVWXUEHG
ZRUNRIWKHV\VWHPVPHDVXUHPHQWVZHUHPDGHRIWKHHOHFWULF¿HOG
emitted by power cables which provide electricity to the railway
VWDWLRQ'HSHQGLQJRQWKHFDEOHW\SH VLQJOHPXOWLFRUHVFUHHQHG
unscreened) and the power consumed by the powering devices,
FRQGLWLRQVVKRXOGEHPHWWKDWGH¿QHWKHPLQLPXPGLVWDQFHIRU
WKH XQGLVWXUEHG ZRUN RI WKH V\VWHPV >@ 7KH FRQGLWLRQV DQG
PHWKRGRIWKHPHDVXUHPHQWVDUHSUHVHQWHGLQ)LJ7KHYDOXHV
REWDLQHGRIWKH¿HOGLQWHQVLW\(IRUWKH(/)DQG9/)IUHTXHQF\
UDQJHV DUH SUHVHQWHG LQ 7DEOH  7KH PHDVXUHPHQWV ZHUH PDGH
with the relative harmonic content h of alternating voltage grids
9+]EHLQJHTXDOWRy
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3. Electric field and the safety
states of the operation
process of security systems
Security systems can remain in a group of various sets. The set
of the states of the system can be divided into specific subsets of
states from the perspective of a given criterion.
Fig. 1. Diagram of the stand to the measurements of the electric
field to determine the margin of the undisturbed work of
steering and security systems [own study]

Fig. 2 presents the values of index γ for the considered cases of the
impact of power cables on the elements, devices and transmission
trunk routes (structural cables) of security and steering systems:
denotations in relation to Fig. 3 are presented in Table 3.
Table 2. Parameters of the electric field for the ELF and VLF
frequency range in the function of the power consumed by
an electric energy receiver [own study]

*
- value of the electromagnetic field for electric power cables with no screens; ** - value
of the electromagnetic field for electric power cables put in earthed channels, pipes etc.

Fig. 2. Determination of the margin of safety Γ of the operation
of systems in the case of the impact of electromagnetic
interference for the ELF and VLF frequency range of the field
intensity E [own study]

Table 3. List of denotations in Fig. 2 [own study]
Fig no.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)
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Name of figure and denotation in the figure
Margin of safety Γ of the impact of field intensity E - ΓE1 on the system for the ELF frequency range in the function of power consumed by a receiver for electric power cables with no screens.
Margin of safety Γ
Margin of safety Γ for the power of receiver
Γ2E1,
P < 2kVA
Γ2-5E1
5kVA > P > 2kVA
5E1
P > 5 kVA
E1 average
Average value ΓE1 average = (2E1+Γ2-5E1+Γ5E1)/3
The margin of safety of the impact of field intensity E - ΓE1 on the system for the ELF frequency range in the function of power consumed by the receiver for electric power cables with screens.
Margin of safety Γ
Margin of safety Γ for the power of receiver
Γ’2E1
P < 2kVA
’
2-5E1
5kVA > P > 2kVA
’
Γ 5E1
P > 5 kVA
’
E1 average
Average value Γ’E1 average = (Γ’2E1+Γ’2-5E1+Γ’5E1)/3
Margin of safety Γ for the impact of field intensity E - ΓE1 on the system for the ELF frequency range in the function of electric devices for the sources of interference for systems
Margin of safety Γ
Margin of safety Γ for the sources of interference
Γtrafo E1
Source of interference: transformer station
Γelsw E1
Source of interference: electrical switchboard
Γlgtn E1
Source of interference: high-voltage lighting
Γ devices E1 average
Average value ΓdevicesE1 average = (ΓtrafoE1+ΓelswE1+ΓlgtnE1)/3
Margin of safety Γ of the impact of field intensity E - ΓE1 on the system for the VLF frequency range in the function of power consumed by the receiver for electric power cables with no screens
Margin of safety Γ
Margin of safety Γ for the power of receiver
Γ2E2,
P < 2kVA
2-5E2
5kVA > P > 2kVA
Γ5E2
P > 5 kVA
Γ E2 average
Average value ΓE2 acerage = (Γ2E2+Γ2-5E2+Γ5E2)/3
Margin of safety Γ of the impact of field intensity E - ΓE1 on the system for the VLF frequency range in the function of power consumed by the receiver for electric power cables with screens.
Margin of safety Γ
Margin of safety Γ for the power of receiver
Γ’2E2
P < 2kVA
’
2-5E2
5kVA > P > 2kVA
’
Γ 5E2
P > 5 kVA
’
E2 average
Average value Γ’E2 average = (Γ’2E2+Γ’2-5E2+Γ’5E2)/3
Margin of safety Γ for the impact of field intensity E - ΓE1 on the system for the VLF frequency range in the function of electric devices for the sources of interference for systems
Margin of safety Γ
Margin of safety Γ for the sources of interference
Γtrafo E2
Source of interference: transformer station
Γelsw E2
Source of interference: electrical switchboard
Γlgtn E2
Source of interference: high-voltage lighting
Γ E2 average
Average value ΓdevicesE2 average=(ΓtrafoE2+ΓelswE2+Γlgtn E2)/3
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In security systems, the following subsets of states can be
distinguished:
ta subset of operational states, which includes among others the
states of serviceability, partial serviceability and unserviceability
etc.;
ta subset of readiness states, which includes among others states
of constant readiness, complete readiness, non-readiness etc.;
tstates of safety, which includes among others states of “sensing
of safety hazard”, safety hazard, safety unreliability, operational
unreliability.
The abovementioned subsets are inseparable. In security systems,
there may occur many various unserviceability states and many
different states of safety and states of safety unreliability. The
abovementioned states may be of a transitory type (e.g. state of
testing) or of an absorbing type (e.g. state of damage). A system
passes from a transitory state with a probability being different
from zero to other states. The system does not pass from absorbing
states to any other states. As a rule, such states as serviceability and
safety states are transitory, whereas such states as unserviceability
and safety unreliability states are frequently treated as absorbing
states. Security systems possess various reliability structures which
are realized depending on the guarantee level of the safe operation
of the system, e.g. reliability.
The reliability of steering and security systems is understood
as their ability of a correct operation that is not stopped by a
damage. In a quantitative sense, reliability can be expressed e.g. as
the probability that an object will be functioning with no damage
in a specific manner, in specific conditions and in a specific time
interval.

The probability related to steering and security systems
for various reliability structures of these systems with various
amplitudes of interfering signals that have an impact on these
systems is presented in Table 4. A simulation of the behavior for
security and steering systems was conducted for interference that
is produced in an extensive railway area: from the value of the
electromagnetic field that exists in a usable room, through the
values of the field generated at a train platform, to an atmospheric
discharge (the range of changes to the γ value: cf. Fig. 4). For the
abovementioned γ values, the indexes were determined: R0(t),
QZB1(t) and QB(t) of the safety of the operation of security and
steering systems; cf. Fig. 4.
When analyzing Fig. 4, one can find that for the small values
of the indexes γ of interference, the system practically maintains a
constant value of the R0(tb)Z parameter: the security and steering
system is insensitive to interference with small amplitudes (≈ γ
= 10·10-6). If a security system is installed in the buildings of a
railway station, the screening impact is to be taken into account
of the lightning protection installation with various dimensions of
the lightning protection installation eye. The level of the safety Γ of
the work of security and steering systems depends on the location
of their installation: an open area (a train platform), a closed
area (buildings located in a vast railway area). The values of the
individual probabilities of the system remaining in states depend
from the properties of the interfering electromagnetic field (the
vector of the magnetic or electric field).
Table 4. Probability of the security systems under examination
remaining in the following states: RO – state of the system’s
complete serviceability; QZE1 – state of safety hazard;
QB – state of safety unreliability in the case of an impact
of interference for a component of the intensity E of an
electric field in the VLF frequency range [own study]
Name of
index

Reliability structure of security systems
Series-parallel structure
System
working
with no
interference
γ=0

a)

b)

RO
QZE1
QB
RO
QZE1
QB

System
working in a
railway area
γ≠0

Parallel structure
System
working
with no
interference
γ=0

System
working in a
railway area
γ≠0

0.68

0.6667

0.9

0.882357

0.127556

0.140886

0.0947435

0.113474

0.192444

0.193041

0.002565

0.004168

0.68
0.127556
0.192444

0.458469
0.349087
0.24693

0.9
0.0947435
0.002565

0.606797
0.311476
0.081726

D VHFXULW\V\VWHPLQVWDOOHGLQDXVDEOHURRPDWDUDLOZD\VWDWLRQHOHFWURPDJQHWLF
¿HOGEDFNJURXQGLPSDFWRIWKHLQWHQVLW\(RIDQHOHFWULF¿HOGLQWKH9/)IUHTXHQF\
range J E VHFXULW\V\VWHPLQVWDOOHGLQDFDUULDJHPHDVXUHPHQWRIWKH
HOHFWURPDJQHWLF ¿HOG ZKLOH WKH WUDLQ LV PRYLQJ LPSDFW RI WKH LQWHQVLW\ ( RI DQ
HOHFWULF¿HOGLQWKH9/)IUHTXHQF\UDQJHJ , Denotations: R±VWDWHRIWKH
V\VWHP¶VFRPSOHWHVHUYLFHDELOLW\4=(±VWDWHRIVDIHW\KD]DUG4B - state of safety
XQUHOLDELOLW\

Fig. 3. Determination of γE1, γE2 indexes and determination of the
margin of safety ΓE1, ΓE2 for the systems with the impact of the
electric field intensity in ELF and VLF frequency ranges [own
study]
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Fig. 4. Course of the probability of the security system with a seriesparallel structure remaining in various states in the function
of γ index of interference [own study]

Notes to Fig. 15: Systems in the following states: R0(t)Z, QZB1(t)Z, QB(t)
: installed at train platforms; R0(tb)Z5x5, QZB1(tB)Z5x5, QB(tB)Z5x5: a secuZ
rity and steering system installed in a railway station building with a
lightning protection installation with eye dimensions of 5x5 m; RO(tb)
– function of the probability of the system remaining in the comZ
plete serviceability state; QZB1(tb)Z – function of the probability of the
system remaining in the safety hazard state; QB(tb)Z – function of the
probability of the system remaining in the safety unreliability state.

4. Conclusion
To determine of the impact thresholds component of the electric
field on the transport security systems in the first place should
be identify sources of the interferences. Ddeterminers value
of distortions that are introduced electromagnetic enticement.
Permissible level is shown in Fig. 2. For the range of frequencies of
ELF that level is γ = 0,55·10-3 and for frequencies of VLF is on γ
= 93,4·10-6. The component of the electric field higher frequencies
VLF has very low value. This means that the device ruggedness
on interferences with higher amplitudes and frequencies. To
ddetermine effects of electromagnetic interference on the transport
security systems it is necessary to determine:
tengine power rating Pmax;
ttype of engine (s) that is used (power supply with AC or DC,
pulse);
tthe supply voltage motors (fixed, variable, variable 3-phase);
tthe value of current / voltage in different states of engine
operation (for example, sterile, fixed, short-circuit - the
characteristics of the engine speed);
tthe value of current drawn by motors (fixed, variable, variable
3-phase);
thow to enable / disable the engine (start / stop - transients);
tthe way the engine power - for example, shielded cable, power
rails, cable diameter, cable length, cross-sectional area, laying
of cables);
tsources of electromagnetic radiation in the immediate vicinity
of the planned investment (electro climate).
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ABSTRACT
Demographic trends at national levels, caused by the aging of the population, raise the barriers to the possibilities of
higher quality of living of the people when their working part of life comes to an end. The contribution to increasing the
quality of life can be mostly realized by using customized information-communication solutions and services within the
concept of “Ambient Assisted Living” (AAL). The AAL concept uses the advanced available technology to enable new
products, services and processes that help ensure higher quality of living for the elderly, the disabled and persons of slow
mobility. It also supports enhanced social connectivity, access to the outside world and it should provide inclusion and
mobility (autonomy) to all persons. By applying the AAL concept in everyday movements and lives of the users allows
the creation of the user base of all relevant information. With synergic action of several technologies the AAL concept
becomes even more complex. In order to present this complexity, the paper describes the capabilities of individual
technologies depending on the users’ needs, and the models of establishing the possible solutions. The application of the
AAL concept in the traffic environment can contribute to significant increase in the quality of life also outside the basic
environment (flat, house…). It is necessary to explore also the challenges of the interoperability and the area of coverage
of services based in this way because of the sensitivity of the target users to the reliability of the system operation.

Keywords: assistive technologies, mobility, elderly persons, persons with reduced mobility, ICT

1. Introduction
According to the data provided by the World Health
Organization (WHO) by the year 2025 twenty-five percent of the
population in the European Union will be older than 65. The EU
defines this phenomenon as “Active Aging”, which means aging
with good health and active participation in the society, greater
fulfilment at the workplace, greater independency in everyday life
and greater civic involvement. Regardless of their age the persons
may continue to be part of the society and enjoy in better quality
of living. The challenge is to make more of the already existing
potential owned by the elderly, even in more advanced age.
Today’s development of information and communication
technologies (ICT) can contribute to better quality of life of the
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elderly and persons of slow mobility (users). The concept that is
based on the application of advanced ICT solutions and services
for the mentioned purpose is called Ambient Assisted Living
(AAL). The goals of such a concept are:
t Prolongation of lives of people in places which prefer upgrading
of their independence, self-control and mobility;
t Maintenance of users’ health and functionality;
t Promotion of better and healthier life for the risk group of users;
t Enhancement of the level of safety, prevention of social isolation
and maintenance of multifunctional networks around the
individuals;
t Support by the caregivers, family, and care agencies, and
t Increase of efficiency and productivity of resources used in
an aging society.
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AAL concept includes the adaptability of products, services,
solutions, systems and other environments using advanced ICT
technologies for the users in special situations.
The research in this area shows the increasing application of the
AAL concept in the systems of medical health for the clients, during
which the service is personalized according to the user’s needs [1],
[2]. The application is visible also in the field of identification
and monitoring of the habits and needs of the users and their
synchronisation with caregivers. Therefore, the application is visible
in the area of applying GPS modules and application solutions [3]. In
the role of monitoring the user’s activities the application of the AAL
concept shows remarkable results, providing the user with adequate
set of services with minimal energy consumption [4]. The solutions in
the field of AAL concept application do not as a rule use the standards
for communication between sensor technology and the device
located in the architecture of the system. In an attempt to standardize
the interfaces of the sensors and the devices and to introduce the
advanced ICT solutions and technology, for this purpose a number of
solutions have already been made [5], [6], [7], [8].
This paper provides a presentation of wireless communication
technologies with their advantages and drawbacks and the possibilities
of applying the AAL concept in the traffic environment.

two standards: IEEE 11.073 defined for medical devices and IEEE
21451 defined for networks (not limited to the area of medicine).
The ISO/IEEE 11073 standards enable communication between
medical, health care and wellness devices and with external
computer systems. They provide automatic and detailed electronic
data capture of client-related and vital signs information, and
device operational data. This standard has been used for systems
with low memory requirements and low consumption and requires
high amounts of available RAM, large packet length and it does not
provide plug-and-play support. This standard was updated in 2010
with a new profile added to deal with these specific needs. ISO/IEEE
11073—part 20601 resolves all the previously mentioned issues
[11], [12].
The IEEE 21451 standard has been designed to standardize the
definition of Transducer Electronic Data Sheets (TEDS) for each
transducer and the data sending and reception and transducers
description in instrumentation systems and control/field networks
such as WSNs; it is not restricted to a single transmission technology
and can operate with the most popular ones (ZigBee, Bluetooth,
RfID, NFC, etc.).

2. Ambient Assisted Living
concept
According to the definition, AAL concept represents a new
paradigm which is based on the application of advanced ICT
solutions for the elderly population of users. It represents a shift
in the society with the emphasis on the upgrading of the quality
of living, understanding, and distribution of services of support
according to the defined users’ requirements [9].
The AAL system components on an example of increasing the
level of mobility of the blind and visually impaired persons and also
the elderly users are composed of the following components [10]:
tnavigation (GPS, compass, gyroscope);
tsensor technologies;
tspeed controls;
timage controls;
tsound controls, and
tlight control.
The aim of the ALICE system is the development of the computer
vision which combines the technologies for locating, navigation and
identification of barriers/facilities while the user is moving. It can be
used both indoors and outdoors.
Indoors with Smart House solutions AAL concept can be
based on the application of ZigBee and Bluetooth technology and
RfID and NFC technology for the identification and information
of the user.
The standards and protocols in wireless sensor network (WSN)
allow the AAL concept the collection, processing and distribution
of data according to the users’ needs. The aim of the standards is
to insure standardized interface for the sensors and devices that
provide certain services to the users. In literature we can usually find
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Fig.1. Architecture of the GoldUI system based on AAL concept [13]

Figure 1 shows an example of the architecture of a system
for assistance to the users based on the AAL concept [13]. The
concept of GoldUI is focused on empowering the older individual,
enabling them to access online “self serve” services and therefore
to benefit from the digital world by using the familiar home
technologies of domestic radio, TV and telephone augmented by
a mobile smartphone interface when away from home. By using
content adaptation and personalisation techniques GoldUI will
provide the elderly with access to a wide range of online services
considering the individual’s abilities and needs.
The analysis of the presented can determine that the application
of the AAL concept in everyday needs of the users is inevitable
for a better life. Wireless technologies in the described solutions,
apart from the application such as in hospitals or smart homes,
can find possible application also in the traffic environment.
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3. Analysis of the possibilities
of the wireless technology in
providing precise information
Today’s movement of the users in the traffic environment such
as a pedestrian zone, traffic intersection or any part of the traffic
network may be better accessible. This means an increased level
of mobility and information of the users about their needs during
movement. The solutions based on advanced ICT technologies
today are mainly based on the GNNS navigation technology
which allows usage of LBS services.
The errors occurring in the location can be substituted by
other technologies:
tRfID;
tBluetooth;
tNFC - (Near field communication);
tWireless LAN,
tRTLS.
As network architecture indoors ZigBee or RTLS are included,
whereas outdoors their combination can be used, integrated into a unique
system resistant to all the meteorological conditions. Therefore, Figure
2 shows the advantages and drawbacks of individual technologies.

An important characteristic of single technologies is the
capacity of data stored in the tags (RfID, NFC), which is important
from the aspect of providing information to the user. In case of
RfID technology, the given data depends on the method of design.
Therefore, in case of passive tag the data capacity ranges from 48
bytes to 736 bytes. Active tag has a capacity of 64 bytes to 32 KB,
and Read-only which has a capacity of 20 bits.
Bluetooth technology depends on the version on the mobile
terminal device and is exclusively used for information transmission
to the user. The transmission speed depends on the versions;
the latest version of Bluetooth SIG (V 4.0LE) allows the speed of
25Mbps. NFC technology allows data transmission speed of up
to 424 kbit/s, parallel with RfID technology it represents Pointto-Point communication, and a scope less than 0.2 m. Wireless
technology allows transmission speeds depending on the protocols;
standard protocols operate at frequencies of 2.4 GHz (802.11b and
802.11g) and 5 GHz (802.11a) and allow transmission speeds of up
to 54 Mbit/s.
Cloud Computing (CC) concept at the level of archiving and
distribution of data in the example of AAL environment with the
presented technologies has the possibility of providing more efficient
data management. The usage of CC concept enables the user to
access data via Web interface or by using the mobile terminal device
(application solution). For the purpose of more efficient provision
of services of real-time information it is possible to use also the
Internet of Things (IoT) platform which can provide through its
characteristics faster integration of data between the sensor and
the device. When designing the system an important parameter is
interoperability which according to the EU Directives is defined as
“Interoperability is capability with which two programs (client and
server, for instance) can exchange and interpret their data correctly”.
Interoperability is a mechanism which is used to overcome
heterogeneity, and this can be solved at several different levels as
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Interoperability levels [15]
Interoperability level

Relevant to:

Technical

Communication infrastructures

Syntactic

Standards and format specifications

Semantic

Specifications schemas for exchange of
information and meaning

Pragmatic

Application/service interfaces

Dynamic

Behavioral adaptation and response

Conceptual

Knowledge presentation and processing

Organizational

Knowledge sharing

Agreeing on transport protocols and new traffic patterns that
derive from new ways of interaction and scenarios of use is not
at all a trivial task. Many solutions deal with different aspects.
Together with increased popularity of cloud-based computing
some new (cloud-based) solutions also appeared on the market.
Fig 2. Characteristics of other technologies in locating the user [14]
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Emergency
Treatment

Autonomy
Enhancement

Comfort

Technology

Indoor

Prediction
Detection
Prevention

Drinking
Eating
Cleaning
Cooking
Dressing
Medication

Logistic services
services for
finding things
infotainment
services

NFC
Bluetooth
WiFi
RTLS

Outdoor

Table 2. Presentation of technologies depending on the type of
application [16]

Prediction
Detection
Prevention

Shopping
Travelling
Banking
Public transport
Movement through
the traffic network

Transportation
services
Navigation
services

RfID
Base station (GSM)
NFC
Bluetooth
WiFi
RTLS

According to the presented possibilities and characteristics
of single technologies, their implementation may be divided into
two levels: external and internal implementation. At the users the
mentioned implementation refers to everyday activities, and it is
therefore important to insure that the users have a reliable system.
Table 2 shows some of the activities divided according to the type
of implementation and possible technology that may be used.
Emergency treatment services aim at the early prediction
of and recovery from critical conditions that might result in an
emergency situation and the safe detection and alert propagation
of emergency situations.
Autonomy enhancement services enable an independent living
of the assisted persons, in case of lacking capabilities of the assisted
persons.
Comfort services cover all areas that do not fall into the categories.
These services ease the daily life but are not required necessarily.
Technology presentation of wireless technologies that can be used
depending on the designed purpose and service.

The identification of the user within the coverage zone of
the technology (the user’s location) means the size of the traffic
environment in which the user is located, with the definition of the
adequate network infrastructure and wireless sensor technology
(example: ZigBee, RTLS).
Information of the user about the location (shape of the traffic
environment and all its elements) – the user receives from the system
accurate information about their location using the application
solutions.
Information of the users about the facilities surrounding them –
facilities that surround the user have to be within the coverage scope
of the wireless technology. The facilities can be state institutions,
banks, hospitals, cultural sites and other facilities that can be found
in the user’s environment.
Management of real-time information of the user – real-time
information of passengers, service that informs the user by means
of application solution in the mobile terminal device or some other
form. An example: if there are works on the pedestrian crossing and
it is impossible to cross it, the user receives the information about
this, and gets the proposal for alternative routes for safe movement.
Providing information according to a larger number of criteria
and special points of interest – if the user uses the application while
moving, the system provides the information such as: selection of
the shortest route, information that are input in the navigation map
about the user’s environment, pre-announcement when arriving to
the input point of interest.

4. Recommendations for the
design of AAL concept in
traffic environment
When designing the system or service in the traffic environment
which is based on the AAL concept the following has to be met:
identification of relevant possibilities of the technologies, defining
of the user’s requirements, analysis of the environment and purpose.
Therefore, the architecture of the system has to contain elements for:
tIdentification of the users within the technology coverage zone;
tInformation of users about the location;
tInformation of users about the facilities in the surroundings;
tManagement of real-time information of the user;
tProvision of information according to a larger number of criteria
and special points of interest;
tGeneration of logical structure of information, more accessible
to most frequently used information;
tTwo-way communication of information, data and voice
communication with the user;
tInformation of users, location precision of the user, and
tAutomatic management of specific system elements.
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Fig 3. User information system about the environment when
moving along the traffic network [own study]

The logic structural information, more accessible because of the
most frequently used information – logic structure of the system
facilitates easier access to the most frequently used information. The
most frequently used information are defined according to single
users’ requirements.
Two-way information, data and voice communication with the
user – before starting to move along the traffic network the users can
determine their own route using navigation applications, and the
information that are not entered the user can enter independently
while moving. The information can be, due to safety reasons very
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important, for instance: if there are works in the direction of the
user’s movement or the information found at an intersection are
incorrect.
Informing the users, user’s position precision – by applying other
wireless technologies (RfID, Bluetooth or NFC) the user receives
precise information about their location if their movement is based on
GPS navigation. Automatic management of specific system elements, if
this refers to specific user requirements (a blind or visually impaired
person) the management elements need to be adapted and enable
safe and accurate information.
Apart from this, it is important that the system can operate in
any weather condition because of the user’s safety. If the weather
conditions allow some modifications in the operation of the system,
the user has to be informed.

5. Conclusion
The implementation and development of the AAL concept in
the society, especially in case of the elderly population can provide
safer and more accessible contents surrounding the person. The
services based on AAL concept today are exclusively oriented
to the assistance in the field of medicine and at homes of the
users. This research has made a presentation of the possibilities
and analyses of ICT technology in the current solutions of the
AAL concept and as a proposal the architecture in the traffic
environment surrounding the user has been made.
The user located in the traffic environment is provided a more
accessible contents that surround them while moving along the
traffic network. The real-time information would provide the
users with a higher level of feeling of safety while moving. The
application of CC platform and the application solution the users
can be provided with 24/7 system of assistance if there is need.
A drawback of the current application of AAL concept in the
traffic environment is reflected in insufficient financial means, and
this leads to the possibility of implementing the public-private form
of financing of the possible solutions. For this purpose the action
plan Joint Action Plan has been proposed. It has been developed in
cooperation with SEE_Innova Govermance Innovation Team (GIT).
The mentioned plan contains nine key fields (Active aging, Political
support and legal frame, Education, training and employment,
Inter-sector and international cooperation and networking,
Financing and financial support, Raising awareness and information
supply, Expansion and promotion, Developing of AAL solutions,
Implementation and launching on the market) with the purpose of a
more efficient distribution of AAL solutions on the market.
The described solution allows the users to upgrade the level of
their quality of living both indoor and outdoor.
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In the paper the author tries to present the results of monitoring the implementation of the Electronic Chart Display
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1. Introduction
In accordance with the directive agreed by the 18th International
Hydrographic Conference [2], the International Hydrographic
Organization (IHO) continues to monitor the implementation of
the Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS) to ensure
that issues identified in regard to the anomalous operation of some
ECDIS are collected, interpreted, analysed, communicated and
resolved as fast as possible to maintain the safety of navigation and
to assist the smooth transition from paper to digital navigation, from
Standard Navigational Charts (SNCs) to Electronic Navigational
Charts (ENCs) [10].
IHO endorsed the following resolution [2]:
tRecognizing the IHO’s role in the development of ECDIS and
its active support to IMO in the endorsement of a carriage
requirement for ECDIS that started in 2012;
tFurthermore recognizing the issues with regard to the anomalous
behaviour of some ECDIS systems that have come to light
through increasing operational experience and the actions
already taken by the IHO and the International Hydrographic
Bureau to assist in facilitating their resolution;
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tThe IHO is encouraged to continue to take a leading role
within the ECDIS stakeholder community to ensure that
issues identified in regard to the anomalous operation of
ECDIS are collated, analysed, communicated and resolved to
maintain the safety of navigation and to assist the transition
to digital navigation.
Unfortunately, there are vessels at sea with a type approved
ECDIS that will not pass the recent IHO checks based on the latest
IMO safety requirements.

1.1. ECDIS anomalies
A number of ECDIS operating anomalies have been identified
on the base of reports from users on board ships.
These anomalies are particularly apparent in ECDIS units
that have been built and type-approved to ECDIS Performance
Standards (resolution A.817(19) [6]). However, ECDIS units typeapproved to the revised ECDIS Performance Standards (resolution
MSC.232(82)) [4] are still vulnerable to the limitations in appendix,
item 5(a).
An ECDIS anomaly happens when ECDIS behaves in an
unexpected or unintended manner that affects the use of the
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equipment or navigational decisions. Reported anomalies
include, but are not limited to [5], [7], [8]:
tfailure to display a navigational feature correctly, such as:
tnavigation areas recently recognized by IMO such as ESSA
(Especially Sensitive Sea Area), PSSA (Particularly Sensitive
Sea Area) and ASL (Archipelagic Sea Lanes);
tlights with their complex characteristics; and
tunderwater features and isolated dangers;
tfailure to detect objects by “route checking” in voyage planning
mode;
tfailure to alarm correctly; and
tfailure to manage a number of alarms correctly.
Due to the complex nature of ECDIS, and in particular because
it involves a mix of hardware, software and data, it is possible that
other anomalies may exist without being reported.
The existence of such anomalies highlights the importance of
maintaining ECDIS software to ensure that operational capability
and reliability are maintained in accordance with SN.1/Circ.266/
Rev.1 [7]. It is recommended that appropriate checks are made
with the equipment manufacturer. This is of particular importance
where ECDIS is the only source of chart information available.

1.2. IHO Test Set of Data
The International Hydrographic Organisation (IHO) has
produced an ECDIS Data Presentation and Performance Check
(DPPC) dataset that allows mariners to check some important
aspects of the operation of their ECDIS. This dataset contains two
fictitious ENC cells which navigating officers can load into their
ECDIS units to assess operating performance and to determine
whether there may be any display anomalies that either need to
be remedied or otherwise managed in the way that the ECDIS is
operated. If the check highlights a problem, the accompanying
guidance notes with the check dataset offer suggested courses of
action. The check dataset and accompanying instructions can be
obtained from ENC service providers, or can be downloaded from
the IHO website at: (www.iho.int) [11].
IHO has identified 19 key anomalies in the way that ECDIS
displays data. It believes that there is a real need for live validation
of data used in ships’ primary navigation systems. To this end, the
IHO have issued a test set of data with two Electronic Navigational
Chart (ENC) cells and five tests to allow the Master to see whether
software is up to date and if wrecks and shoals are displaying
correctly. If any shortcomings are revealed, it is likely that the
software will need upgrading. In the meantime, Masters may need
to take extra measures, such as employing particular equipment
operating procedures.

2. IHO treatments
By the end of January 2012, the IHO had received results of
the checks on ECDIS from almost 400 seagoing respondents [3].
There are a number of possible reasons for the limited response
rate. Not all mariners may have received the data, others may not
have reported their findings if the checks were successful, some
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may have been unable to respond easily due to the lack of internetbased communications aboard.

2.1. IHO ECDIS and ENC data check
The IHO ECDIS and ENC Data Check has revealed a number
of shortcomings in some manufacturers’ systems being used at
sea, particularly in older systems. The results received by the IHO
so far cover 15 of the approximately 25 (as known by the IHO [3])
manufacturers of type-approved ECDIS. Whilst the number of
responses received so far is relatively low in comparison with the
total ECDIS fit throughout the world fleet, there are nevertheless
some common issues in the results that merit further consideration.
A significant number of ships reported that they were unable
to clearly identify the recently IMO-adopted ASL, PSSA or ESSA
on the ECDIS display. Some ships reported that lights with complex
characteristics such as multiple coloured sectors were not displayed
as intended by the IHO. The display of underwater features and
isolated dangers was reported as variable across the different
manufacturers’ ECDIS models, however, in most cases the display
gave a safe, if not entirely correct, interpretation of the ENC data.
A high proportion of ships reported that navigationally significant
objects, most importantly, some land features, but also “areas to
be avoided” and a marine aquaculture installation, did not raise
an appropriate warning in the route checking mode of ECDIS.
Operating the ECDIS display in “full” rather than “standard”
display mode, will overcome a number of the anomalies – but
at the risk of creating a more cluttered display. Few ships in the
nearly 400 reports received by the IHO appear to have an ECDIS
that successfully passed all parts of the IHO checks.
With regard to anomalies for which the only mitigating action
is to refer to paper charts, such as the inability to display certain
wrecks and underwater obstructions in any mode of operation,
these anomalies appear to apply to one manufacturer only. The
IHO has made that manufacturer aware of the situation and has
requested information be provided urgently on what remedial
action is being taken and how affected vessels are being contacted
to alert them to this shortcoming.

The checks that have produced negative results vary both
between manufacturers and also between different software
versions from the same manufacturer. No check reveals the
same failure across all the ECDIS models produced by the 15
manufacturers’ systems reported to the IHO. This appears to
FRQ¿UP WKDW FHUWDLQ SDUWV RI WKH UHTXLUHPHQWV RI WKH (&',6
standards have been interpreted and implemented in different
ways by different manufacturers. Several IHO working groups
are already reviewing the relevant standards to make them as
clear as possible. The results also indicate that as problems
become known, continuing improvements have been made
to individual manufacturer’s software over time. However,
the results also indicate that even when a manufacturer has
updated or improved its software, this does not appear to be
ZLGHO\ LPSOHPHQWHG LQ (&',6 HTXLSPHQW DOUHDG\ LQ XVH DW
sea through an appropriate upgrading or software maintenance
regime as described in SN.1/Circ.266/Rev.1 [7].
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2.2. ENC/ECDIS data presentation and
performance check for ships
While between 1 August 2011 and 15 April 2013 1042 reports
have been received, one year later between 15 April 2013 and 15
April 2014 already only 76 reports. As of 1 December 2014, 74
additional reports have been received since the previous analysis
reported at NCSR 1. Although this number remains small, the
outcome seems to indicate a continuing improvement in the
updating of ECDIS software, as shown in table 1. Fifty-five per
cent of the reports indicate no problems, against 22% and 43%
in the previous analyses. Less than 5% of the reports indicate an
anomaly in the display of “new objects” against 40% and less than
10% in the previous analyses. No new issue has been identified.
Table 1. Outcome of ENC/ECDIS data presentation and performance
checks for ships [5]
Period

1 August 2011
15 April 2013

15 April 2013
15 April 2014

15 April 2014
1 Dec. 2014

Number of reports

1042

76

74

% of reports indicating
no problem

22%

43%

55%

% of reports indicating
no anomaly in the display
of „new objects”

60%

91%

95%

The feedback from the survey confirmed a number of known
issues related to:
tthe difference between paper chart symbols and those used
to display ENCs;
tECDIS not displaying ENC features as expected or as required;
tinconsistencies between ENCs and paper charts or between
ENCs of different scales; and
tthe promulgation of temporary and preliminary notices to
mariners in ENC updates.
IHO is well aware that there is still scope for improvement in
the production and maintenance methods used by Hydrographic
Offices to enhance the way ENCs operate in ECDIS as well as
to improve ENC consistency. For this reason, ECDIS users are
strongly encouraged to continue providing feedback on any issues
of concern that they have with IHO is well aware that there is
still scope for improvement in the production and maintenance
methods used by Hydrographic Offices to enhance the way ENCs
operate in ECDIS as well as to improve ENC consistency.

3. Maintenance of IHO standards
for ECDIS
As reported to NAV 59, the relevant IHO working groups
began a review in 2012 of the IHO standards related to ECDIS.
This was as a consequence of the investigations into the anomalous
operation of some ECDIS. As reported at NCSR 1, the following
new editions of IHO Publications related to ECDIS were published
in 2014:
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tEdition 6.1.0 of S-52 – Specifications for Chart Content and
Display Aspects of ECDIS;
tEdition 4.0.0 of S-52 – Annex A – IHO Presentation Library
for ECDIS; and
tEdition 3.0.0 of S-64 – IHO Test Data Sets for ECDIS.
In relation to the revision of IEC Standard 61174 [1] – Maritime
navigation and radiocommunication equipment and systems –
Electronic chart display and information system (ECDIS) – Operational
and performance requirements, methods of testing and required test
results, the production of a normative reference that supports the
requirement for an “ENC Update Status Report” showing the status
of ENC data to the end-user (for operational planning) and to the
relevant authorities (for such purposes as Port State inspection)
appeared necessary. Further consideration led to acknowledging
the need to enhance IHO Publication S-63 – IHO Data Protection
Scheme with a new Annex C describing the functionality required to
provide an ENC Update Status Report. Subject to its approval by IHO
Member States, a draft revised Edition 1.2.0 of S-63 incorporating the
new Annex C should be published in February 2015.
In accordance with the schedule presented at NCSR 1, the date
of entry into force of the new editions of S-52 and S-64 will be
aligned with the date of publication of the new edition of IEC 61174.
From that date, the new editions will be the normative references
for the type approval of new ECDIS. The current editions will
remain in force for 12 months beyond the date of entry into force
of the new editions. This means that if the date of entry into force
of the new edition of IEC-61174 is 1 September 2015, then the
current editions of S-52 and S-64 will remain valid until 31 August
2016. This transition interval is intended to provide manufacturers
and national authorities with an appropriate interval in which to
type approve new ECDIS products in accordance with the revised
standards, and to enable shipowners and operators to update
existing systems to conform with IMO circular SN.1/Circ.266 [7],
as amended, concerning the maintenance of ECDIS software.
Compliance with the new annex to S-63 will apply only to those
ECDIS systems that will be type-approved in accordance with the
new edition of IEC 61174. There will be no retrospective impact on
existing ECDIS systems.
The revision of IHO Publication S-66 – Facts about Electronic
Charts and Carriage Requirements was initiated in 2014. The draft
new edition, reflecting the changes that have occurred since the
first edition (January 2010), is expected to be available for review
by mid-2015.
A new structure of the IHO working groups responsible for
the maintenance of IHO standards governing the provision of
hydrographic services has been adopted in order to reflect the
changing focus from paper to digital data based products and services,
the best use of limited resources, improvements in their efficiency
and to facilitate inputs from industry and other stakeholders. The
maintenance of IHO standards for ECDIS, which was shared between
the Transfer Standard Maintenance and Applications Development
WG (TSMAD) and the Digital Information Portrayal WG, is now
regrouped under the ENC Standards Maintenance Working Group
(ENCWG). A separate WG, the S-100WG, will lead the development
of IHO standards for IHO e-navigation-based services [9].
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4.1. The status of the global ENC production

4. ENC Coverage
In parallel, IHO continues to monitor the status of ENC coverage.
Table 2 summarizes the global availability of ENCs by comparing
the availability of paper charts intended for international voyages
with the availability of corresponding ENCs. The figures are based
on data available as of 1 December 2014.
Table 2. Comparison of ENC coverage with corresponding paper
chart coverage [5]
May 2009

May 2011

May 2013

April
2014

December
2014

Small-scale
ENCs (planning
charts)

~100%

~100%

~100%

~100%

~100%

Medium-scale
ENCs (coastal
charts)

77%

88%

90%

90%

91%

Large-scale
ENCs
(top 800 ports)

84%

94%

96%

97%

97%

Another concern is the existence of some overlaps between
adjacent ENCs produced by neighbouring countries, notably in
areas where the limits of waters of national jurisdiction between
two neighbouring countries are not established. In order to assist
in addressing these issues, IHO Member States have been invited to
agree on the definition of a “cartographic boundary” (or “cartographic
limit”) as the agreed limit to clip overlapping nautical charts or
related data between two neighbouring countries. The limit shall
not be signified or regarded as a political or jurisdictional boundary.
It should be as simple as possible so both data compiler and the data
user will be provided with the most coherent service possible.
Noting the inability of some ENC producers to agree on a
solution, the IHO is also considering initiating a project, in liaison
with ECDIS manufacturers, to investigate technical solutions
addressing the display of ENCs where these overlap.

The relevant Regional Hydrographic Commissions have
been invited to report on their analysis of any remaining gaps
in ENC coverage and to identify possible actions to the next
meeting of the IHO Working Group on the World-wide ENC
Database (WEND), which will take place in March 2015. It is
worth noting that so far, the IHO has received no input from
VKLSSLQJRSHUDWRUVZKLFKLGHQWL¿HVVSHFL¿FDUHDVZKHUHWKHUH
are shortfalls in ENC coverage.
A working group led by Singapore has been formed to carry
out a pilot project to explore technical solutions to resolve the
unpredictable performance of ECDIS caused by overlapping
ENC coverage, notably in areas where the limits of waters of
national jurisdiction between two neighbouring countries are not
established. ECDIS manufacturers have been invited to take
part in the project via the ECDIS Committee of the Comité
International Radio-Maritime (CIRM).
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IHO was set the task of ensuring adequate global ENC coverage,
based on the requirements and needs of the IMO, to support the use
and implementation of the Electronic Chart Display and Information
System (ECDIS). This was a major and far from straightforward task
and achievement, considering the financial implications for HOs, the
implementation of new technologies and the support and capacity
building that some of the HOs required. There is still much work to be
done. However, ENCs are now available for most ships sailing in most
parts of the world. There are still some gaps, particularly for those
areas not in high priority shipping areas. These gaps need to be closed
as soon as possible. And as with any new product based on advanced
technology, some shortcomings have been identified both with ENCs
and with some ECDIS equipment. These various shortcomings have
been recognized and the IHO, in close cooperation with all relevant
stakeholders, is working to remedy them.
The 5th Extraordinary International Hydrographic Conference
(EIHC-5), which met in Monaco from 6 to 10 October 2014,
reviewed progress in the global implementation of the IHO
worldwide ENC database concept (WEND) and instructed the
IHO Inter-Regional Coordination Committee to assess further the
situation and perspective in relation to availability, consistency,
coverage and quality of ENCs. It was noted that most, but not all
States that produce ENCs include their ENCs in the WEND system.
EIHC-5 supported the development of IHO guidelines for an
IHO-led crowd-sourced bathymetry programme. This will provide
the opportunity for the world’s shipping to contribute directly to
obtaining depth data, using mainly existing ship’s equipment while
on passage to improve our knowledge of the world’s seas, oceans
and navigable waters and thus the improvement of nautical charts.

4.2. The status of Hydrographic Surveying and
Nautical Charting Worldwide
The recent focus on ECDIS and ENC coverage by the IMO and
by mariners more generally, has drawn particular attention to the
state of many charts around the world. They are based, in many
cases, on old or inadequate hydrographic information and there
are still many areas where there is no data available at all.
Overall hydrographic data acquisition capacity is declining, and
coastal States in some of the less well charted parts of the world,
do not yet have satisfactory arrangements in place to ensure that
surveys are carried out in their waters.

4.3. ENC World Coverage – IHO WEND
Hydrographic data is at the core of ECDIS. The International
Hydrographic Organization (IHO) is of the opinion that the
quantity and coverage of good hydrographic data around the world
is mostly unsatisfactory. Meanwhile, the overall hydrographic data
acquisition capacity of its member States is declining. Is there a proper
appreciation of the quality and reliability of the data behind the image
displayed on the screen? Does the digital presentation of nautical
charts give a false sense of security?. The Electronic Navigational
Chart (ENC) is a database which enables the navigator to selectively
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build a virtual image on a base map to suit the dynamic situation.
Uncritical acceptance of the reliability of the core data is potentially
problematic.
Status of hydrographic surveying and nautical charting worldwide
does not justify unqualified confidence in ECDIS. Mariners need
to allow for the limitations of legacy survey data by constantly
monitoring their position relative to the uncertainty of the charted
information. The IHO has also cautioned that there are anomalies
both with ENC data and many ECDIS platforms.
Figures 1 – 3 present overview ENC coverage for global usage,
band 1 – 3 [11].

Fig. 1. Global Usage Band 1 – Overview ENC Coverage,
December 2014 [11]

5. Conclusion
Some ECDIS systems do not correctly display safety critical
features. This is due either to anomalies with the ENC data or the
ECDIS equipment. With the former, when isolated shoal depths
are encoded in a particular way i.e. shoaler than the range of
depth of the surrounding depth data, they will not display when
operating ECDIS in Base or Standard display mode. Isolated shoal
soundings may not trigger anti-grounding alarms in any mode
of display. The system may be unable to recognise isolated land
areas in sparsely surveyed areas containing little bathymetric
information. This led to IHO creating a test dataset to check
ECDIS performance. Such checks have revealed shortcomings
in some manufacturers’ systems being used at sea, particularly in
older systems.
Resolving the known issues with ECDIS operating anomalies
is progressing normally with the active involvement of all key
stakeholders. No major new issue has been identified since 2011.
With the uptake of ECDIS use associated with the entry into
force of carriage requirements since 1 July 2012, vigilance and
attentiveness are still relevant. The IHO will continue to monitor
the evolution of ECDIS and the associated standards, actively
pursuing ways to resolve any future issues whenever they arise.
The IHO welcomes further feedback from all stakeholders
concerning ECDIS operation and maintenance. The IHO also
welcomes feedback from stakeholders about ENC coverage and in
particular the identification of specific areas where ENC coverage
is still considered to be lacking.
In 2012 IMO published the guidance to mariners on dealing
with operating anomalies, which have been identified in some
ECDIS systems [8].
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